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florfda House of Representatives - 1983

CS/HB 794

By Comnittee on Co1T111erce and Representative Kutun

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to banking: adding subsection
(3) to s. 65S.071, Florida Statutes, requiring
any state-licensed banking organization to

·-

notify the Department of Banking and Finance of

u

its intention to establish an international

• .0
a

a,

banking facility, amending s. 658.73(4) and

µ.

c�

(5), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and

.µ

�c

--

� C

0,

-�

µ.

o•

u-

••
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�·

,µ
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�
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adding subsection {6) thereto, preacribing
IO

examination fees and assessments to be paid by

11

international bank agencies, representative

12

offices and international administrative

13

offices; amending s. 663.0l. Florida Statutea1

14

making the definition of •representative

15

office• consistent with an international

16

banking corporation's having more than one

�§

17

representative office; defining •international

�E

18

"

administrative office•: amending s. 663.02(1),

·�
�.
-,.·
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.c ';,
�

"
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u�
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u�
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21

,,

"
26

17
28

"

Florida Statutes: providing that international
banking agencies shall not be subject to state
law governing liquidity reserves: amending s.
663.04{2), Florida Statutes: permitting the
department to license an international banking
corporation to engage in banking business if
the international banking corporation could be 1
l icensed to operate a federal agency; amending

s. 663.06(1) and (5), Florida Statutes, 1982

Supplement; permitting an international banking
corporation to establish multiple, separately

30

licensed international bank agencies or

31

representative offices; permitting an

CODING Word1 '" ............. typ• olt d•l•l•ou fro"' u11t1n9 low, words v"d•rl,ned or• odd1t1on1

,, '
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(5)

There is hereby tmpOsed a fee for the exnination

1

2

of �ft�epfta��efte�-�efth-.,..fte�•-e• representative offices,_!!

3

defined in a. 663.01(3), and international adminiatrative
offices, as defined in a. 663.01(4), wh ich shall be equal to

1:lua •

examination, as measured by the examiner'• pay scale, plus

1.59

1

other expenses directly incurred in that ,he-4ep••---ft•L•�&•

1.60

I

ef-ee1M�e�i1t4J-e�eh exmaination, but in no event lesa than $100

1.61

'
'
•
9

the actual cost of each examiner's participation in the

per day for each examiner participating in the examination.
Bach international bank agency shall pay the

11

(6}

department examination fees and assessments as follows,

12

(a)

An exa�ination fee for examination required

to

ltlua
lrlua

15

examination, as measured by the examiner'• pay scale, plus

1.68

l6

other expenses directly incurred in that examination, b ut in

1.69

18

participating in the examination.

1.70

17

A semiannual assessment on the total assets of

20

each international bank agency which shall be sufficient to

"
,.
"

recover the costs of the department incurred in connection

"

with the supervision of international bank agencies,

1.75

27

shall be as prescribed in rules adopt ed by the department.

30
31

Such semiannual asseas11enta

1.76

Su ch rules shall provide for declining rates of assessment

1.77

in paragraph (c) in excess of $35 million.

1.79

upon each international bank ageney•s total assets as defined
The formula for

computation of the se�iannual assessment shall be uniform as

18
19

20
21

1. 72

to the department by state banks and state trust cOfflpaniea as

in any event, shall not exeeea the semiannual asse�smenta paid
apecified in paragraph (1) {b).

29

17

1.71

1.74

�

2'8

16

l:lu■

representative offices and administrative offices but which,

1.78

1.1

part or fro• entities related to that interna tional banking

amended

15

no event less than $100 per day for eaeh examiner
(b)

international banking corporation of which the agency is a

amounts due the agency from other offices or branches of the

10

1'

22
ll

•

"
"
"
"
,.
27

30
31

l:l
1.1

•

13

For the purposes of paragraph {b), the •assets• of

an international bank agency shall be defined to include

Section 3.
to tead:

Section 663.01, Fl orida Statutes, is

663.01 Definitions.--As used in ss. 663.01-663.16

11

1.65
1.67

actual cost of each examiner's participation in an

(c}

corporation.

8

1.63

pursuant to s. 655.045(1) (a), which shall be equal to the

•
'
'

Each assessment shall be due and payable on

or before January 30th and July 31st of each year.

3

"

1•

to all agencies.

(l)

•International banking corporation• aeans a

2. l
2 •.

2.:
.
2•

banking corporation organized and licensed under the laws of

some foreign country ot a political subdivision thereof, other
than the United States of America or any of the ■tatea withi n
the United States of America, or, if organized and licensed

under the laws of the United States or any of the states of
the United States of America, a banking cor poration:
(a)

Which is not a bank or bank holding company as

defined in the federal Bank Holding Company Act, as amended,
12

u.s.c. as. 1841-1850; and
(b )

Which, on July 1, 1981, maintains as its only

United States banking office, one state agency licensed by a
state other than the State of Florida.
(2)

•International

bank

agency• means the

international banking corporation with respect to all business

or activities conducted in this state or through an office
located in this state.
(3)

•aepresentative office• means a business ��e

location of a representative of an international banking
s

2.1
2.!
2

2 ••

2.
2.:
2.·
2.'
2.

2 ..

2.

2.
2.
1:

2.

170-432A-4-3
Corporation e■tabli■hed aR-,ft,e�Rat4ette¼-Hfth•Rt-4t1M',..ff'-tl�e
2

••••••eR••t•••-•e■u,ft,-,R-th••-•'•�e-r-wh•e--n,ele for the

3

pu.rpoee of acting in• liaison eapacitY with exi■tinq and

4

potential customer• of such international banking corporation
and to generate new loan■ and other activitie■ for auch

6

•

9

10
11
12
13

"

"
16

11
18

19

�

international banking corporation which i■ operati"9 out■ide

Ule state.
(4)

•international administrative office• ae,an■ an

office of an international banking corporation aa defined in
■ubsection (1) 1 which exists for the purposes de■crit>ed in••

663.16(1).

Section 4.

Subsection (1) of section 663.02, Plorida

Statutes, is amended to read:
663.02
(1)

Applicability of ■tate banking lawa.--

International bank agencies ■hall be ■ubject to

all the provisions of the Plorida Banking Code and chapter 155
as though such international bank agencies were state bank■,
except where it may appear, from the context or otherwise,

that such proviaion■ are clearly applicable only to banka or

trust companies organized under the lava of thia atate or the

11: United States. Without li■iting the foregoing general
i
�: provisions, it is the intent of the Legialature that the
13

folloving provisions ahall be applicable to ■uch banks or

2,

agencies:

25

guidelines; s. 655.025, relating to investigations, aubpoenas,

26

21
2B
�
l'l

s. 655.021, relating to administrative enforcement

hearings, and witnessesr a. 655.029, relating to public

hearings and limited closing thereof,•• ,55.033, relating 1:.0
cease and desist ordersr a. 655.037, relating to officer,
director, committee member, or employee reaoval by the
department; s. 655.041, relating to administrative fine■ and

31, enforcement; s. 658.49, relating to loans by banks not
CODIHC• •••d1 '" ..-cJo ._,,.. ty,- •r• •• 1.,,.,u. fr•m u1u,n1 lew, -•·• ,,.◄•rl111t4-. o4tl,h..,

2.23

exceeding $50,000; •• 658.76, relating to transactions with

2.24

directors, and a. 658.77, relating to prohibited act■ and

2.25

3

practices.

2.26

•

power■ conferred on domestic banks by the provisions of••

2.27

5

658.26, relating to branchee and facilities, ■• 658.65,

6

relating to r..ote financial service units, and•• 658.60,

•

agencies shall not be subject to the eroviaiona of

2.2,

lslue
2.32
2.33
2.34
2.35

1D

11
12

13

International bank agencies ■hall not have the

relating to deposits of public funds.

-relating to 119:!!idity reaervea.

International bank!�

••

658.68i

not subject to s. 658.49.

Nothing contained in this chapter

shall be construed as granting any authority, directly or
indirectly, for any bank or bank holding company, the

15

2.40

16

17

atate, to operate a branch in this state1 or to acquire,
directly or indirectly, any voting aharea of, interest tn1 or

2.41

11

llilli

2.43
2.44

2.45
2.46
2.47
2.48
2.49
2.50

"

20
21

22
23

2.51 •

all or substantially all of the assets of any bank in this
Section 5.

Subsection (2) of section 663.04, P1o-rl4a

Statutes, is amended to read:

663.04 Requirements tor carrying on banking

business.-(2)

The department shall not issue a license to an

24

international banking corporation unless it i■ chartered in a

2S

jurisdiction in which any bank having its principal place of

26

bu■inesa in this state may establish aiailar facilities or

27

exercise similar powers or unless I under the federal

3

29

,.
31

2.51
2.$!
1,1,

687, relating to interest and ueury, shall apply to all loans

operations of vhich are principally conducted outside thl■

2.39

2.5"

The proviaione of chapter

14

2.37

2.5

International Banking Act of 19781 the Comptroller of the
Currency of the United States could ieeue a license to the
corporation to operate a federal agency without considering
whether the international banking corporation is chartered in
7

lib
2.61

2.6!
2. 71
2. 7l
2.1]
2.7'
2.7◄
2.7!
2.71
2.71
2. 71
2.7!

2.ac

170-432A-4-3

170-'32A-4-3

such international banking corporation shall exercise

a jurisdiction in which any bank having its principal place of
•2

business in this state may establish 1iailar facilities or

3

exercise similar powers.

Section 6.
5

'

Subsections (1) and (S) of section 663.06,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:
When the department shall have issued a license to

9
10

or representative office so licensedT-•� may engage in the

11

business authorized by ss. 663.01-663.16

17

office specified in such license for a period not exceeding 1

13

I
18

19
20
21

at the

representative office shall have more than

one

place of doing

international banking corporation from operating more than one
international bank agency or representative office, each at a
different place of business, provided each such agency or

repre sentative office is separately licensed. �he-e9Tpe�e�¼eft

22' shall-ha¥e-e�¼y-eRe-plaee-ef-jeift!-9-siRess-ea-epeeifie�T
21

••eh license to operate an international bank agency or

24

representative office shall be transferable or assignable.

25

Every such license shall be, at all times, conspicuo usly

u

"

displayed in the place of business specified therein.

2?

authorized to transact only such limited business in this

28

�'J
31

(5}

No

or fare ign business i,,nd financing international co111111erce.
8

Ho

apply to investment advisory and investment management

3,

l:los

11

except:

12

principal place of business or domicile is outside the United

3

3.9

13

States; interbank deposits, interbank borrowing or similar

3

deposits as defined pursuant to s. 655.071.

3

3,8

3.11
3.12

u

"

16
17

No such international 3

deposits from nonresident persons or entities whose

3

banking corporation e�-�eee!ve-jepee�tey-ettt-¼t may maintain

3

in this state, f or the account of othersL credit balances

3

An international

18

necessarily incidental to, or arising out of, the exercise of

19

its lawful powers.

"
'21

663.07, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and

3.16

22

subsection (5) is added to said section, to read:

23

Section 7.

663.07

Subsections fl), f2), and (4} of section

3

3

Asset maintenance or capital equivalency

3
3

25

(1)

Each international bank agency shall hold, in this

�

state, assets which bear such relationships as the department

3,23

27

shall by rule prescribe to the international bank agency's

3,2S

29

aggregate liabilities payable in this state or as a result of

3, 24

�

3.26

JO

of such assets shall be equal to not less than 105 percent of

31

the amount of suc h liabilities, provided the department by

3.28

3

interbank obligations; and international banking facility

3.14

3.13

3,21

state as is clearly related to, and is usual in, international

3,

The licensing provisions of chapter 517 shall not

banking corporation shall receive deeosits in this state

3.20

under the terms of ss. 663.01-663.16 ,,;ro�-,,iTi4 ie

States.

10

3.19

An international banking corporation licensed

3,

services authorized under this section.

business, but nothing in this section or elsewhere in the
Florida Statutes shall be construed to prevent an

3.

9

l:lus

No international bank agency or

3.

with respect to nonresident persons or entities whose

principal place of business or domicile is outside the United

3.1

3.S

year from the date of such license or until such license ia

u1 suspended or revoked.

"
,. I
,, I

2.83

international bank agency or representative office, the agency 3.3
,n.�i-,,a..1,4

authorized to render under rules adopted by the department

2,82

3.2

any international banking corporation to operate an

An international banking corporation may

furnish such investment advisory services as it may be

3.1

663.06 Licenses; permissible activities.-(1)

fiduciary powers.

2,81

3.

the operations of the international bank agency.

9

The amount

3
3
3

3
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CHAPTER 83•128

provi s i ons of the lawa o! Florida, and vith 23 U S C • 101 et eeq. ,
with any po l.itic•l BU.bc: Uvi ai on, agency , or inBt?"Ulllentallty of the
state
and
any
and
all federal egenc i e e , corporationa, and
ind1viduals 1 for the purpose of carrying out the proviaiona of thia
pa.rt
348 979 Covenant of the atate ••The etate doea h�reby pl edge to,
a.nd agrees ,..1th , any per!!on , finn, corporation, or fede ral or 11uta
agency subscribing to or acquiring the bonda to be i ssued by th•
authority for the purpose of tni s part tllat the state wi ll not Hm1t.
or Ill ter the rights hereby vested i.n the authority and the department
untl l a l l bends at any time i 11111ued, together with the inter••t
thereon, are fully pa:.d and d:. acharg&d, 1.:naofar •• the same affect•
The state does
the righte of the holders of bonds 1aeued her•und.er
further p l edge to , and aqrees w1 th , the Uni ted States that, in the
event any federal agency shall construct, or contribute any funds for
the complet1 on , extens1on , or improvement of, the ay9tem or any part
or port1on the reof , the lftate w1 l l not alter or l imi t the r1g�ta and
p owers of the aiuthor1ty and the deparment i n any manner which would
be incon111i a-tent vi tll the continued mainto,nance and ope,ration of the
•Y•�- or t�e compl etion, extenaio:n , or improvement thereof , or which
vou J.d be inconai lftent with the due performance of any aqreamenta
between the autho ri ty and any auch fede ral agency, and the •�thority
and the depa rtment sha l l conttnue to have and may exet cise all povere
her,un granted so long as the same eh11 l l be necessary or del!li Tabla
for carrying out the purposes of tlu a part and the pur-poaea of th9
Uni ted States in the completi()n, extension , or 1mprovemente of the
system or any part or portion thereof
Sect ion 2
Paragraph ( a ) of 15ubaec tion ( 1 ) of section 112 :n tS ,
Florida Statutes, 1902 Supp lement, is amended to read •
112 3 1 45 01 sclosure
of
represented before agenc l e s -{ l) For
regui res

purposes

of

!1nantlal

interest11

and

cu .enta

th1s s:ect1on, unless the context otherwi••

Every person who i s el ected to offiee in any pol iUc&l
&Ubd lVl !S l Or> of the state, and every pe rson Who is appointed to f i l l •
vactincy [or an unexp1 red tenn in 15Uch an elective off1ce
2 . Any appc)ntl!<d ,r,emt,er of a board, co=.iat1ion, &\1t.hoTitJ,
including any expre111Sway authority or trana0ortati on
authority
e1< tl'llbll shed by 51e ner1.l l •w, communi ty college di strict board of
trusteea , or counc il o[ any po litica.l auhd1.v i111.on of the at.au,
excluding any member of an adv1a.ory body
A gove r111J1ental body with
l and-planning, zoni ng, or natural resources respons1bi l1 tiea eball
not be cons1dered an advisory body
3
Any perscin holding one or 1r,o:n· of the f0l loving poa1tion•. bJ
whatever t1t l e , 1nclud i ng persons appointed to act di rectly in auch
capac1ty, but exclud 1nq ass1 stants and deputi es unl e15s apecifieal ly
named h-erein
cler\t of the circuit court , clerk of the cou.nty courl.i
county or c i t} manager, pol i tical subdiv1 s 1 on Chief: county or city
admi n 1 s trato r , county or city attorney, chief county or city bui ld1nq
inspec tor ; county or city water resources coordinato r , county or cJ ty
pol l ut1on control director, county or c i ty envi rorunental control
chrec::tor, county or c 1 t y admin1 str.at:01 , w1 tn power to grant or deny a
424
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land deve-l opment permi t , chi ef of pol ice , f i re dnef , c1ty or town
,l•rk: die;tr1ct school. &uperintendent, commun1ty col l ege p rezident ,
or purchas1ng a,;ent having the lluthon ty to make Any purchase
u:ceeding 5 1 00 for any pol 1 t;.cal sut>d:.>,>i z1on of the state er any
1nt1ty thereof
Seca�e a l aw Without the Governor' s approval
Fi l ed in off1ce Secretary of State June 14, 1983
CHJ,.?TtR 83- 129
Colllll'li ttee Substitute fo1 House Bi l l No

794

An act relating to financial inst i tu t i ons, adding subsection
( 3 ) to a 655 07 1 , Flor1da Statute s , requ:.Ting -,,ny at.at.iec
licenaed bank1nq organi�ation to notify the Department of
Banking- and ! i nance of its ir,t.ent:1on to establ i sh an
1nternat1onal bllnk1nq facll lt.1 ; a�endinq 5 658 7 3 ( 4 ) artd
( 5 ) , Flor ida Statute a , 1962 Supp lement , and
edd 1 ng
•ubaection ( 6 ) thereto , presc1 1bing examinat i on fees and
azsess111ent& to t,,e p&.ld by u1.te>nat1ona l bank agencies ,
representative of fices and interna t i onal adrn1ni strat1 ve
office s , amending s 663 Ol , Flor1 da Statute s , maN.1.ng t.he
d.e f 1n1.t1on of "representative off1ce H consi stent with an
interna t. l onal banking corporat 1 on ' s Mavin9 more than one
" l ntern;i.t.:i.onlll
repre iientat1ve
defin1ng
o f f 1 c -e ,
admin1 st.rative offi ce" , a�end 1 ng a
603 02 \ 1 ) , Florida
Statute s, prov1d 1 ng that 1nternat1onal ban) n ng agenc1es
&hall not be !llUb)e-Ct tc stet." la,.. 90,,ern1.nq 1 1 QU1d1ty
reserve s ,
amend i ng
a
6C.3 04 ( 2 ) . Flot ida Statute s ,
pennitt1ng the de�•a rtment t o uc en111e a n internat1onal
banKinq eorporat1on to engage 1n bank1ng bu �inese 1£ the
international blinking corporat1on coi.1ld be l:.censed to
operate • federal agenc:1, atnenthng l'I 663 06� 1 } •nQ { 5 1 ,
Florida Statute s ,
1982
Supplement ,
pe:rmi tt!ng
an
internat1onal banking co rporat1on to estab l i sh mi.1 lt.lp l e ,
aepa1:at.e ly l1 c:ent,ed 1 nt.ernat.1onal bank
agencleE>
or
off1 c e s ,
per1111tt1ng an 1 nternat1onal
rt>pre111entat1ve
banklng eorporat1on to receive certain types of deposit&;
a!l\end1.n9 e:
663 0 7 ( 1 } . ( 2 ) . and ( 4 ) , Florida StatutE'S ,
1982 Supp lement , and adding subsectiol'I ( 5 ) thereto,
providing new a$set ma�r.tenance and ca.?:i.t.al eq',ll'171'lency
requ1rements for internat ional banking
c o r porat 1on&,
requ i r i ng international bank 1ng corpora tions to f i l e
certain repc1:ts vl.th the depa,:-tffle.!lt , a.«iending lf.
663 08,
Floridai Statutes , reJ.at:.ng to certifi cate of r;:api ta l
accounts, creating s f,63 l�, 'floi-1da St atutes 1 prov:. d1n9
certain limits on the amounts of the acceptances wh1ch an
international banking corporati on ' s internat1 onal bank
agencies may create in rel ation to the co,:por at.1on' $
uni111Pa1 red capl t a l and 5urplui;. llnd on the amount of
liabi l i t i e s of any one pe rson to the a9encies in relation
to the corporation' s \lTUmpait f!!d ce.p :i. ta l e.nd. !lurplus ,
providing for the appl1 cabl l 1 ty of certain state l aws to
loans and investments by i nt.e rnat1onal bank agenc 1 es ,
�reati�g s
663 1�, Flcr1da Statutes. per� 1 tting any
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international banking corporation
to
establish
&n
international administrative office for certain limited
purposes, establishing
certain
licensing
and
fee
requirements
for
establishing
and
maintaining an
international administrative
office,
providing
for
regular
examinations of 1nternational adm1nistrative
offices by the department, amending s
665 0311(1),
Florida
Statutes,
1982 Supplement, restricting the
authority of sav1ngs associat1ons to reorganize, merge,
or consolidate, amending the catchl1ne to s 665 034,
Florida Statutes,
1982
Supplement,
and
adding
a
subsection,
restricting
the author1ty of f1nanc1al
institutions or certain business organi�ations outside
the state to acquire control of sav1ngs assoc1ations 1n
the state, amending s
665 1001, Flor1da
Statutes,
expanding the prohibit1on aga1nst fore1Qll associations
do1ng business in the state, provid1ng an effective date
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Flor1da
Subsection
Section 1
Statutes, to read
655 071

(3)

lS

added to section 655 071, Florida

International bank1ng fac1l1t1es, definitions, notice-•

( 3 J Prior tc establ1 shing an internat1 onal banking fac111ty any
state-chartered or state-licensed banK,ng organi�at1on shall notify
the department 1n the manner prescribed by rule of the department
Sect1on 2
Subsections (4) and (5} of sec:-tion 658 73, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and subs�ct1on (6) 16 addad
to said section, to read
658 73

Exam1nat1on fees and assessments

(4) The amounts of all fees and assessments provided for in thi■
:section, except for subsection (5), shall be deemed to be maxim1.1111
amounts, and the department shall have authority to establish, and
from t1me to time to change, fees and assessments of un1fon1
application in amounts less than the maximum amounts stated 1n thl■
section
The department is authorized to recover from any atata
bank� er state trust company or state-licensed internat1onal bank
aqenc I representative office or internailonal adro1n1strat1ve offica
the department Is actual costs for any examination of such state bank,_
er state trust company or international bank agency
represent&t1va
office or international administrative office which is 1n addition to
the examinations required by chapter 655
(5) There is hereby imposed a fee for the examination of
!ft�e�tta�tefte¼ �aft� atefte!ee er representative offices, as defined 1n
s 663 01 ( 3) and 1nternational admini stt at 1 ve off1 cea as defined in
s 603 01(4), which shall be equal to the actual cost of aach
exarriner' s part1c1pation in the exam1nat1on, as measured by tha
exam1ne1' s pay scale plus other expenses directly incurred in that
�ke Gepar�meft�!e eee� ef eeftS�e�tft� e�ek exam1nat1on, but in no event
less than $100 per day for each examiner participating 1n the
examination
(6) Each international bank agency shall
eYamination fees and assessments as follows
426
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(a} An examination fee for exam1nat1on required pursuant to s
655 045(ll(a}, which shall be equal to the actual cost of each
examiner's participation in an examination
as measured by the
exam1ner's pay scale plus other expenses directly incurred 1n that
examination but 1n no event less than $100 per day for each examiner
part1c1patinq 1n the examinat1on
(b) A
semiannual
assessment on the total assets of each
international bank agency which shall be sufficient to recover the
costs of the department incurred 1n connection with the supervis1on
of international
bank
agencies
representative
offices
and
administrative offices but wh1ch ln any event shall not exceed the
semiannual assessments paid to the department by state banks and
atate trust companies as specified 1n paragraph ( 1)(b)
such
aemiannual assessments shall be as prescribed in rules adopted by the
department
Such r1Jles shall provide for decl1n1ng rates of
assessment upon each international bank age ncy's total assets as
The formula for
defined in paragraph (c) 1.n excess of $35 million
computation of the semiannual assessment shall be uniform as to all
agenc1ee
Each assessment shall be due and pa)able on or before
January 30th and July 31st of each year
the "assets" of an
(c) For the purposes of paragraph (b)
1nternational bank agency shall be defined to include amounts due the
agency from other offices or branches of the 1nte1national ban�ing
corporation of which the agency 1s a part or from entitles related to
that 1nternat1onal banking corporat1on
Section 3
663 01

Section

663 01, Florida Statutes, ls amended to read

Def1n1tions --As

uaeo in ss

663 01-663 16 iie!-tl:t-f!oie!-¼4

(1) "Internat1onal
banking
corporation"
means
a
banking
corporat1on organized ,.nd licensed under the laws of some foreign
country or a pol1t1cal subd.1vis1on thereof, other than the United
States of America or any of the states within the United States of
America, or, if organized and licensed under the laws of the United
States or an} of the statei; of the United States of Ametica, a
banking corporation
(a) Which is not a bank or banK holding company as defined in the
12 U s c
ss
1841i:i��a ! �ank Holding Company Act as amended,
n
(b) Which,
on July 1, 1981, maintains as 1ts only United States
banking office, one state agency licensed by a state other than the
State of Florida
(2) "International bank agency" means the 1nternational banking
corporation with rei;p ec t to all business or act1v1t1es conducted in
this state or through an office located in this state
(3) "Representative office'' means a business tl'l.e location of a
representative of an international bank1ng corporat1on established a�
tnteFnat!enei 8anktn� eer�eretten!a re�reeeP�ettve reat«tft� !ft tkta
attite.,. wl'l.tel, eineta for the purpoi;;e of acting In a liaii;on capacity
�1th existing and potential customers of such international banking
corporation and to generate new loans and other activities for such
banking corporation which 1s operating outside the
=�!�!national

427
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4
�International administrative office means an office of an
which
lnternat onal bankin co oration as defined in sUbsection 1
exiat a or the purposes described in s 663 16(1)
ft

Sact icn 4
subaection (1) of section 6&3.02, Florida Statutaa, 1•
amended to read
663 0�

Appllcability of state banking laws ·-

(1) international bank agencies ahall be &ubJect to all the
proviaions of the Florida Banking Code and c hapter 655 as thou9h such
international bank agencies were etate bank&, except where it aay
appear , from the context or othennse, that eu,;:h provisions an
claarly applicable only to banks or trust companies organized u.nder
the lav a of this state or the United States
Without limiting thti
foregoing general provisions, it is the intent of the Legislature
that the following provisions shall be applicable to such banke or
agenci•a.
s
655 021, relating to administrative enforcaaant
gu1del1ne:a, a
655 025, relating to inveatigat1on■,
■ubpoena■,
he■ringa, and witneesea, a 655 029, relating to public hearing•�
limited closing thereof, a 655 033, relating to cease and dea1st
ordera; a 655 037, relating to officer, director, committee memlar,
or employee removal by the department, i,, 655 041, relating to
adrniniatrative fines and enfo1cement, 5 658 49, relatin9 to loana by
bank• not ehceeding $50,000, a 658 76, relating to tranaactions w1th
directora, and a 658 77, relating to proh1b1ted acts and practice■
International bank agencies shall not have the powers conferred on
dome:at1e banks by the provisions ot s 658 26, relating to branch•■
and f ae1lit1ee, e
658 65, relating to remote financial service
and s
u nita,
658 60, relating to depo:a1ta of public fund.a.
International banking agencies shall not be :aubJect to the provision,
o! s
658 68
relating to liquidity reserves
The proviaione of
chapter 687, relat1nq to interest and usury, :ahall apply to all loan,
not eubJ•ct to s 658 49
Nothing contained ln this chapter shall ba
conatru•d as granting any authority, directly or indirectly, for any
bank or bank holding company the operations of vhich are principally
condu ct•d outside this state, to operate a branch in this state
or
to acqu ire, directly or indirectly any voting shares of, intere•t
1n or all or sub:atantially all of the assets of any bank in thia

�

Section S
Sub:aection (2} of section 663 04, Florida Statutes, ia
amended to read
663 04

Requirements for carrying on banking business

(2) The department shall not issue a license to an international
banking corporation unless 1t 1s chartered in a Jurisdiction in which
any bank having it:a principal place of bus1ne:as in this state ■ay
eatabl1•h sim1lar fac1l1t1es or exercise similar powers or unleaa,
�!___the federal Internat;��a!_Bank1ng Act of 1'378, the Comptrolhr
of the Surrency of the United States could issuf!! a licen:ae to thtl
corpora�1on to operate a federal agency 1,11thout considering whether
the inttrnational banking corporation is chartered in a Jurisdiction
in which any bank having its principal place of buslness 1n thia
!tate may establish similar facilities or exercise sim1lar powers
Section 6
Sub$ections (1) and (5) of section 663 06, Florida
Statute•, 1982 Supplement, are a.mended to read
663 06

Licenses, permissible activ1ties
428
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(1) When the department shall have issued a license to any
internationa! banking corporation to operate an international bank
agency or representative office, the agency or representative office
so llcensed-r 1,� may engage in the business authorized by es
663 01•
663 16 iii .. Gl•ftfii.. 14 at the ofhce apecihed 1n such license for a
period not exceeding l year from the date of iluch license or until
such license ia auspended or revoked
No international bank agency
or representative office shall have more than one place of doinq
buaineas, but nothing in thill section or elae1,1here in the Florida
Statutes ahall be construed to prevent an internatlonal banking
corporation from operating more than one internat1onal bank agency or
representative office, e1ach at a different place of business,
provided each such agency or representative off1ce is sep,a3•ately
licensed 111e eerpera�1,en -haii ha¥e efti1 efte pieee ef Se1cn9 »�e�fteas
as spee1,f1,e4T No •�e� license to operate an 1nternat1onal bank agency
or represer1tative ofhc:e ehall be transferable or assignable
Every
auch l1cenae •h•ll be, at all tim.e:a, conspicuously displayed in the
place of buaineaa specified therein
(S) An international banking corporation licensed under the terms
of as. 663 01•663 16 iii.. Gi-ftii.. 14 1a authorized to transact only
auch l1111ited buainesa in thls state aa is clearly related to, and 1s
uaual in, international
or
foreign
business
and
financing
internat1onal co111111erce
No such international banking corporat1on
ahall exercise
fiduc1ary
power&
An
international
banking
corporation may furnish such invest111ent advisory services as 1t may
be authorized to render under rules adapted by the department 1,1i th
respect to nonresident peraons or entities whose principal place of
bus1neae or domicile 115 outside the United States
The licensing
provisions of chapter 517 shall not apply to investment advisory and
1nvestment 111anagement servi,;:es authorized under this section
No
such internat1onal banking corporation shall receive depos1ts in this
state except
deposits from nonresident per:aone or entities 1,1hose
principal place of business or dOl!l)Clle is outside the United States·
interbanl< deposits, interbank borrowing or
similar
interbank
obll9ations
and international banking fac1 ll ty deposits as defined
purlilu■nt to a 655 071
An international banking corporation et'
t-aeetve ■epeet•e7 ••• i� may maintain in th1s state, for the account
of others� credit balances necesaar1ly incidental to, or arising out
of, the exerc:1ae of ite lawful powers
Sec•non 7
Subaectiona (1), (2), and (4) of section 663 07,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and subsection (5) is
added to said aection, to read
663 07 Aeeet
reeervee --

maintenance

or

capital

egu1valency Gee•rt'l!1tee er

( l) Each international bank agency shall hold in this state,
aasetE wluch bear such relationships as the department shall by rule
prescribe to the 1nternat1onal bank agency's aggregate liabilities
payable 1n this etate or as a re:ault of the operations of the
international bank agency
The amount of such assets shall be equal
to not less than 105 percent of the emount of such liabilities,
provided the department by rule may reduce the required amount of
aaaete to not le11s than 100 percent of the amount of
such
hallllities
When promulgating any such rule, the der,artment :ahall
take into account the obJective of maintaining a sound bank1ng system
in this state
The assets shall be maintained as cash on hand ai;
ca:ah on demand deposit v1th other banks 1neludin9 the total amount
of any re:aerve:a depo:a1ted at! Federal Reserve bank, as cash items 1n
429
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l

paragraph (c) in excess of $70 million.

2

computation of the semiannual assessment shall be uniform as

3
4
S

to all agencies.

The formula for

Each assessment shall be due and payable on

or before January 30th and July 31st of each year.
(c)

For the purposes of paragraph (b), the "assets" of

6

an international bank agency shall be defined to include

7

amounts due the agency from other offices or branches of the

B

international banking corporation of which the agency is a

9

part or from entities related to that international banking

10

corporation.

12

amended to read:

14

Eiu� ei.-EiEia� i4:

ll
13

15

16
17
1B
19

20
21
22

23

24
25
26
27
28
29

Section 3.
663.0l
(1)

Section 663.01, Florida Statute•, is

Definitions.--A• used in ss. 663.01-663.16

"International banking corporation" means a

banking corporation organized and licensed under the laws of
some foreign country or a political subdivision thereof, other
than the United States of America or any of the states within
the United States of America, or, if organized and licensed

under the laws of the United States or any of the states of
the United States of America, a banking corporation:
(a)

Which is not a bank or bank holding company as

defined in the federal Bank Holding Company Act, as amended,

12 U.S.C. ss. 1841-1850; and
(bl

Which, on July 1, 19B1, maintains as its only

United States banking office, one state agency licensed by a
state other than the State of Florida.
(2)

"International bank agency" means the

international banking corporation with respect to all business

30

or activities conducted in this state or through an office

31

located in this state.
5
COOIHG: Words In.,._..� ty.,. Or• deletlou from Histin g low; words vnd.,liped or• odd,hons.
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1
2

(3)

See HB 794
"Representative office" means a business �Jl\e

location of a representative of an international banking

3

corporation established a� ¼��e�fla��efla� �aflk�fl� ee��e�a��eflle

4

Pe��eeea�a�ive Pee*9ia� ia �ftie e�a�e, wkteft eM�e�e for the

5

purpose of acting in a liaison capacity with existing and

5

potential customers of such international banking corporation

7

and to generate new loans and other activities for such

9

the state.

10

(4)

a

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

international banking corporation which is operating outside
"International administrative office" means an

international banking corporation's office in this state,
which exists for the purposes described in s. 663.16(1).
Section 4.

Subsection (1) of section 663.02, Florida

Statutes, 1.s amended to read:
663.02
(1)

Applicability of state banking laws.••

International bank agencies shall be subject to

all the provi•ions of the Florida Banking Code and chapter 655
as though such international bank agencies were state banks,
except where it may appear, from the context or otherwise,

20

that such provi•ions are clearly applicable only to banks or

21

trust companies organized under the laws of this state or the

22

United States.

Without limiting the foregoing general

23

provisions, it is the intent of the Legislature that the

24

following provisions shall be applicable to such banks or

25

agencies:

26

guidelines; s. 655.025, relating to investigations, subpoenas,

27

hearings, and witnesses; s. 655.029, relating to public

28

hearings and limited closing thereof; •· 655.033, relating to

29

cease and desist orders; s. 655.037, relating to officer,

30

director, committee member, or employee removal by the

31

department; s. 655.041, relating to administrative fines and

s. 655.021, relating to administrative enforcemer.t

6
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1

enforcement; s. 6S8.49, relating to loans by banks not

2

exceeding $50,000; s. 658.76, relating to transactions with

3

directors; and a. 658.77, relating to prohibited acts and

4

practices.

5

powers conferred on domestic banks by the provisions of s.

International bank agencies shall not have the

6

658.26, relating to branches and facilities, s. 658.65,

7

relating to remote financial service units, and s. 658.60,

8

relating to deposits of public funds.

9

agencies shall be subject to the provisions of s. 658. 68,

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17

relating to liquidity reserves.

International banking

The provisions of chapter

687, relating to interest and usury, shall apply to all loans
not subject to e. 658. 49.
Section 5.

Subsection (2) of section 663.04, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
663.04

Requirements for carrying on banking

business. -(2)

The department shall not issue a license to an

18

international banking corporation unless it is chartered in a

19

jurisdiction in which any bank having its principal place of

20

business in this state may establish similar facilities or

21

exercise similar powers or unless, under the federal

22

International Banking Act of 1978 1 the Comptroller of the

23

Currency of the Uni tl!ld States could issue a license to the

24

corporation to operate a federal agency without considering

25

whether the international banking corporation is chartered in

26

a jurisdiction in which any bank having its principal place of

27

business in this state may establish similar facilities or

28

exercise similar powers.

29

Section 6.

30
31

Subsections (1) and (5) of section 663.06,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:
663.06

Licenses: permissible activities.-7

See HB 794

37-1290-83
l

(1)

When the department shall have issued a license to

2

any international banking corporation to operate an

3

international bank agency or representative office, the agency

4

or representative office so licensed; *� may engage in the

S

business authorized by es. 663.01-663.16 663-91-663-14 at the

6

office specified in such license for a period not exceeding l

7

year from the date of such license or until such license is

8

suspended or revoked.

9

representative office shall have more than one place of doing

No international bank agency or

10

business, but nothing in this section or elsewhere in the

11

Florida Statutes shall be construed to prevent an

12

international banking corporation from operating more than one

13

international bank agency or representative office, each at a

14

different place of business, provided each such agency or

15

representative office is separately licensed. 'n'l.e ee��e�a�teft

16

ekaii kave eftiy efte �laee ef eetft� �Heifteee ae e�eetftee� No

17

eHeft license to operate an international bank agency or

18

representative office shall be transferable or assignable.

19

Every such license shall be, at all times, conspicuously

20

displayed in the place of business specified therein.

21

(5)

An international banking corporation licensed

22

under the terms of es. 663.01-663.16 66a�Q¼-663�¼4 is

23

authorized to transact only such limited business in this

24

state as is clearly related to, and is usual in, international

25

or foreign business and financing international commerce.

26

such international banking corporation shall exercise

27

fiduciary powers.

28

shall receive deposits in this state except:

29

deposits, placement or interbank borrowing or similar

30

obligations; and international banking facility deposits as

31

defined pursuant to e. 655.071.

No

No such international banking corporation
interbank

An international banking

8
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corporation er �eeeive �e�eei�e; �Mt it may maintain in this

2

state, for the account of othersL credit balances necessarily

3

incidental to, or arising out of, the exercise of its lawful

4

powers.

S
6
7

8
9

Section 7.

Subsections (1), (2), and (4) of section

663.07, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and
subsection (5) is added to said section, to read:
663.07
(l)

Securities or reserves.--

Each international bank agency shall hold, in this

10

state, assets which bear such relationships as the department

11

shall by rule prescribe to the international bank agency's

12
13
14
15

16
17
18

aggregate liabilities payable at or through 1ts offices in
this state or as a result of the operations of the
international bank agency.

The amount of such assets shall be

equal to not less than 105 percent of the amount of such

liabilities, provided the department by rule may reduce the
required amount of as•ets to not less than 100 percent of the
amount of such liabilities.

When promulgating any such rule,

19

the department shall take into account the objective of

20

maintaining a sound banking system in this state.

21
22

23

The assets

shall be maintained as cash on hand; as cash on demand deposit
with other banks, including the total amount of any reserves

deposited at a Federal Reserve bank; as cash items in process

24

of collection; as earning assets such aa federal funds sold,

2S

bonds, notes, debentures, drafts, bills of exchange,

26
27

acceptances, loan participation certificates or other
evidences of indebtedness payable in the United States or in

28

United States funds or, with the prior approval of the

30

funds; in such other form as the department may specify by

29

department, in funds freely convertible into United States

31

rule; or as any combination of the foregoing.

"Assets" as

g
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A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to banking; adding subsection

3

(3) to s. 655.071, Florida Statutes; requiring

4

any state-licensed banking organization to

5

notify the Department of Banking and Finance of

6

its intention to establish an international

7

banking facility; amending a. 658.73(4) and

8

(5), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and

9

adding subsection (6) thereto; prescribing

10
ll
12

examination fees and assessments to be paid by
international bank agencies, r epresentative
offices and international administrative

13

offices; amending s. 663.01, Florida Statutes;

14

making the definition of "representative

15

office" consistent with an international

16
17

banking corporation's having more than one
representative office; defining "international

18

administrative office"; amending s. 663.02(1),

19

Florida Statutes; providing that international

20

banking agencies shall not be subject to state

21

law governing liquidity reserves; amending s.

22

663.04(2), Florida Statutes; permitting the

23

department to license an international banking

24

corporation to engage in banking busineee if

25

the international banking corporation could be

26

licensed to operate a federal agency; amending

27

s. 663.06(1) and (5), Florida Statutes, 1982

28

Supplement; permitting an international banking

29

corporation to establish multiple, separately

30

licensed international bank agencies or

31

representative officesi permitting an
1

310-l576-83
1
2
3

cs for SB 739

to all agencies.

Each assessment shall be due and payable on

or before January 30th and July 31st of each year.
(c)

For the purposes of paragraph (b), the "assets" of

4

an international bank agency shall be defined to include

5

amounts due the agency from other offices or branches of the

6

international banking corporation of which the agency is a

7

part or from entities related to that international banking

8

corporation.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Section 3.

Section 663.01, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
663.01

Definitions.--As used in as. 663.01-663.16

6aa,1H-660,¼4,
(1)

"International banking corporation" means a

banking corporation organized and licensed under the laws of
some foreign country or a political subdivision thereof, other
than the United States of America or any of the states within
the United States of America, or, if organized and licensed

18

under the laws of the United States or any of the states of

19

the United States of America, a banking corporation,

20

(a)

Which is not

a

bank or bank holding company as

21

defined in the federal Bank Holding Company Act, as amended,

22

12 U.S.C. ss. 1841-1850; and

23

(b)

Which, on July 1, 1981, maintains as its only

24

United States banking office, one state agency licensed by a

25

state other than the State of Florida.

26

(2)

"International bank agency" means the

27

international banking corporation with respect to all business

28

or activities conducted in this state or through an office

29

located in this state.

30
31

(3)

"Representative office" means a business

-ft•

location of a representative of an international banking

s
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1
2
3

corporation established aft tateraatteaai 8anktft• eerperatten!e
repreeentattve reet&tng ta 4!.llte etate7 wftteft eKtete for the
purpose of acting in a l1a1son capacity with existing and

4

potential customers of such international banking corporation

S

and to generate new loans and other activities for such

6

international banking corporation which is operating outside

7

the state.

8

(4)

"International adm1n1strative office" means an

g

office of an international banking corporation as defined in

10

subsection (1), which exists for the purposes described in s.

11

663.16(1).

12
13

Section 4.

Statutes, is amended to,read:

14

663.02

15

(1)

16
17
18

Subsection (1) of section 663.02, Florida

Applicability of state banking laws.--

International bank agencies shall be subject to

all the provisions of the Florida Banking Code and chapter 655
as though such international bank agencies were state banks,
except where it may appear, from the context or otherwise,

19

that such provisions are clearly applicable only to banks or

20

trust companies organized under the laws of this state or the

21

United States.

22

provisions, it is the intent of the Legislature that the

Without limiting the foregoing general

23

following provisions shall be applicable to ■uch banks or

24

agencies:

25

guidelines; s. 655.025, relating to investigations, subpoenas,

26

hearings, and witnesses; a. 655.029, relating to public

27

hearings and limited closing thereof; s. 655.033, relating to

28

cease and desist orders; s. 655.037, relating to officer,

29

director, committee member, or employee removal by the

30

department; s. 655.041, relating to administrative fines and

31

enforcement; s. 658.49, relating to loans by banks not

s. 655.021, relating to administrative enforcement

6
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a jurisdiction in which any bank having its principal place of
business in this state may establish similar facilities or

3

exercise similar powers.

4

Section 6.

S

Subsections (1) and (5) of section 663.06,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to readi

6

663. 06

7

( l)

Licenses; permissible activi tie a. --

When the department shall have isaued a license to

8

any international banking corporation to operate an

9

international bank agency or representative office, the agency

10
11
12
13

or representative office so licensedT •• may engage in the
business authorized by as. 663.01-663.16 iii�9i-iii�i4 at the
office specified in such license for a period not exceeding 1
year from the date of such license or until such licenae ia

14

suspended or revoked.

1S

representative office shall have more than one place of doing

16

No international bank agency or

business, but nothing in this section or elsewhere in the

17

Florida Statutes shall be construed to prevent an

18

international banking corporation from operating more than one

19
20

international bank agency or representative office, each at a
different place of business, provided each such agency or

21

representative office is separately licensed. ne eerpe�a�ieft

22

eha¼¼ have eftly ene plaee eE Setn9 ��eine•• ea apeeifiec!h No

23

eHek license to operate an international bank agency or

24

representative office sh�ll be transferable or assignable.

25

Every such license shall be t at all times, conspicuously

26

displayed in the place of business apacified therein.

27

(5)

An international banking corporation licensed

28

unde� the terms of as. 663.01-663.16 iii,9i-iii,i4 i■

29

authorized to transact only such limited business in this

30

state as is clearly related to, and 11 usual in, international

31

or foreign business and financing international commerce.
8

No

310-1576-83
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1

such international banking corporation shall exercise

2

fiduciary powers.

An international banking corporat1on may

3

furnish such investment advisory services as 1t may be

4

authorized to render under rules adopted by the department

s

with respect to nonresident persons or entities whose

6

principal place of business or domicile is outside the United

7

States.

The licensing provisions of chapter 517 shall not

a

apply to investment advisory and investment management

9

services authorized under this section.

10
11
12
13

No such international

banking corporation shall receive deposits in this state
except:

deposits from nonresident persons or entities whose

principal place of business or domicile is outside the United
States; interbank deposits, interbank borrowing or similar

14

interbank obligations; and international banking facility

15

deposits as defined pursuant to a. 655.071.

16
17
18
19

20

banking corporation eP Peeeive Sepea�•aT

An international

a�•••

may maintain

in this state, for the account of othersL credit balances
necessarily incidental to, or arising out of, the exercise of
its lawful powers.
Section 7.

Subsections ( l), (2), and ( 4) of section

21

663.07, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and

22

subsection (S) ia added to said section, to read:

23

24
25
26

663.07

Asset maintenance or capital eguivalency

See��i�iee eP Peeet!Vea.-(1)

Each international bank agency shall hold, in this

state, assets which bear such relationships as the department

27

shall by rule prescribe to the international bank agency's

28

aggregate liabilities payable in this state or as a result of

29

the operations of the international bank agency.

30

of such assets shall be equal to not less than 105 percent of

31

the amount of such liabilities, provided the department by
9

The amount

lJMi:bt;B�
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(3) to s. 655.071, Florida Statutes; requiring

4

any state-licensed banking organization to

'' ' ')

I 1,

''/ J

'

l:btc
1.4
1.5

notify the Department of Banking and Finance of
its intention to establish an international

1.6

banking facility; amending s. �73(4) and
(5), Florida Statutes, 1982
�lement, and
%adding subsection (6) ther�, prescribing

1.7

examination fees and

ments to be paid by
s
� �
international bank a��es, representative

1.8

12

offices and inter�;al administrative

I3

offices; amend� 663.01, Florida Statutes;

1.9

14

making the de�ion of •representative

15

office" consistent with an international

16

banking corporation's having more than one

17

representative office; defining "international

18

administrative office•; amending s. 663.02(1),

19

Florida Statutes; providing that international

20

banking agencies shall not be subject to state

11

law governing liquidity reserves; amending s.

ll

663.04(2), Florida Statutes; permitting the

23

department to license an international banking

14

corporation to engage in banking business if

25

the international banking corporation could be

26

licensed to operate a federal agency: amending

27

s. 663.06(1) and (5), Florida Statutes, 1982

28

Supplement; permitting an international banking

29

corporation to establish multiple, separately

JO

licensed international bank agencies or

31

representative offices; permitting an

8
9
10
II

1
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1.15
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1.17

170-432-4-3
to all agencies.

Each assessment shall be due and payable on

2 or before January 30th and July 31st of each year.
3

4
5

6
a

(c)

an international bank agency shall be defined to include

11

1.80

l:lus
1.82

amounts due the agency from other offices or branches of the
international banking corporation of which the agency is a

part or from entities related to that international banking
corporation.

Section 3.

9
10

For the purposes of paragraph (b), the •assets• of

1.79

Section 663.01, Florida Statutes, is

1.83
1.84
2.1

amended to read:

663.01

Definitions.--As used in ss. 663.01-663.16

2.2

12

663T9i-663Ti4 t

14

banking corporation organized and licensed under the laws of

15

some for,�ign country or a political subdivision thereof, other

2. 7

16
17

than the United States of America or any of the states within

2.8

13

18

19

20

(1)

"International banking corporation• means a

the United States of America, or, if organized and licensed

l:los

2.6

2.9

under the laws of the United States or any of the states of
2.10

the United States of America, a banking corporation:
(a)

Which is not a bank or bank holding company as

2.10

defined in the federal Bank Holding Company Act, as amended,

2.11

22

12

2.12

24

United S'tates banking office, one state agency licensed by a

21

23

25
26

27

28

29

30
Jl

u.s.c. ss. 1841-18501 and
Cb)

Which, on July 1, 1981, maintains as its only

state other than the State of Florida.
(.Z)

"International bank agency• means

international banking corporation with

the

respect to all

2.13

2.14

business

or activities conducted in this state or through an office
located ln this state.
(3)

2.12

"Representative office• means a business �he

location of a representative of an international banking
s
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2.16

2.17

2.18
l:los
2.20
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corporation established an-tneernaeiena%-ban�in9-ee�poreeienie

2.22

represefteat�ve-res¼dift9-in-this-sea�eT-whieh-exie�e for the

2.23

purpose of acting in a liaison capacity with existing and

2.24

4

potential customers of such international banking corporation

2.25

5

and to generate new loans and other activities for such

2.26

6

international banking corporation which is operating outside

2.28

2

the state.
8

(4)

"International administrative office• means an

l:lus

9

office of an international banking corporation as defined in

2. 31

10

subsection (1), which exists for the purposes described in s.

2.32

11

663.16(1).

12
13

Section 4,

Subsection (1) of section 663.02, Florida

2.33

Statutes, is amended to read:

14

663,02

15

(1)

Applicability of state banking laws.--

International bank agencies shall be subject to

2.34
2.36

16

all the provisions of the Florida Banking Code and chapter 655

2.37

17

as though such international bank agencies were state banks,

2,39

18

except where it may appear, from the context or otherwise,

2.40

19

that such provisions are clearly applicable only to banks or

2.42

10

trust companies organi�ed under the laws of this state or the

21

United States.

22

provisions, it is the intent of the Legislature that the

2.44

following provisions shall be applicable to such banks or

2,45

23

Without limiting the foregoing general

s. 655.021, relating to administrative enforcement

24

agencies:

2s

guidelines; s. 655.025, relating to investigations, subpoenas,

26

hearings, and witnesses; s. 655.029, relating to public

2.43

2.46
2.47

27

hearings and limited closing thereof; s. 655.033, relating to

2.48

28

cease and desist orders; s. 655.037, relating to officer,

2.49

29

director, committee member, or employee removal by the

30

department; s. 655.041, relating to administrative fines and

31

enforcement; s. 658.49, relating to loans by banks not
6
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2.50

170-432-4-3
a jurisdiction in which any bank having its principal place of
2 business in this state may establish similar facilities or
3 exercise similar powers.
4
5
6
8

9

10

Section 6.

2.80

Subsections (1) and (5) of section 663.06,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:
663.06
(1)

2.81
2.82

2.84

Licenses; permissible activities.--

When the department shall have issued a license to

2.84

3.1

any in,ternational banking corporation to operate an

inter�1ational bank agency or representative office, the agency

or representative office so licensedT-i� may engage in the

3.2
3.4

11

business authorized by ss. 663.01-663.16 66aT8¼-6iaT¼4 at the

l:los

13

year from the date of such license or until such license is

3.8

14

suspended or revoked.

15

representative office shall have more than one place of doing

3.10

11

Florida Statutes shall be construed to prevent an

3.ll

19

international bank agency or representative office, each at a

3.12

l1

office specified in such license for a period not exceeding l

l:lus

No international bank agency or

16

business, but nothing in this section or elsewhere in the

18

international banking corporation from operating more than one

w

different place of business, provided each such agency or

2\

representative office is separately licensed. 9he-eerpera�ien

22

shaii-have-en¼y-efte-p¼aee-eE-neiftg-h�eineee-ae-epeeiE¼enT

23

etteh license to operate an international bank agency or

24

25

26
27

28

29

30

31

3.7

No

3.13
3.15

representative office shall be transferable or assignable.

3.18

displayed in the place of business specified therein.

3.20

3.19

Every such license shall be, at all times, conspicuously
(5)

.3. 22

An international banking corporation licensed

under the terms of ss. 663.01-663.16 66aT8¼-663T¼4 is

3.23

authorized to transact only such limited business in this

state• as is clearly related to, and is usual in, intetnational
or foreign business and financing international commerce.

No

8
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3
4
5

6

such international banking corporation shall exercise

3.29

exercise investment advisory powers as it may be authorized to

3.31

fiduciary powers.

An international banking corporation may

render under rules promulgated by the department with respect

to persons who are nonresidents of the United States.

No such

international banking corporation shall receive deposits in

3.30

3.33

deposits from nonresident persons or

3.34

outside the United States; interbank deposits, interbank

3.36

11

banking facility deposits as defined pursuant to s. 655.071.

3.37

13

i� may maintain in this state, for the account of othersL

8

9

10

12
14

15
16

17
18

19

20

21

this state except:

entities whose principal place of business or domicile is
borrowing or similar interbank obligations; and international
An international banking corporation er-r�ee¼ve-depes¼ts7-b�e
credit balances necessarily incidental to, or arising out of,
the exercise of its lawful powers.
Section 7.

Subsections (1),

of section

(2), and (4)

663.07, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and

subsection (5) is added to said section, to read:
663.07
(1)

Securities or reserves.--

Each international bank agency shall hold, in this

state, assets which bear such relationships as the department

shall by rule prescribe to the international bank agency's

2�

the operations of the international bank agency.

25

aggregate liabilities payable in this state or as a result of
The amount

of such assets shall be equal to not less than 105 percent of

26! the amount of such liabilities, provided the department by

211 rule may reduce the required amount of assets to not less than
28 I 100 percent of the amount of such liabilities.

When

29

promulgating any such rule, the department shall take into

31

this state.

30

3.40
3.44
3.45
3.46

22
23

3.38

account the objective of maintaining a sound banking system in
The assets shall be maintained as cash on hand;
9
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Second Draft
170-432A-4-3
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to banking; adding subsection

3

(3) to s. 655.071, Florida Statutes; requiring

any state-licensed banking organization to

notify the Department of Banking and Finance of
6

l:btc
1.4
1.5

its intention to esta blish an international

1.6

(5), Florida Statutes, 19�upplement, and

1.7

banking facility; amending #8.73(4) and
adding subsection (6)�reto: prescribing

examination fees a��sessments to be paid by
international ba�gencies, representative

1.8

offices; a��ng s. 663.01, Florida Statutes;

1.9

14

making the definition of •representative

15

office• consistent with an international

16

banking corporation's having more than one

1.10

17

representative office; defining •international

18

administrative office•; amending s. 663.02(1),

1.11

19

Florida Statutes; providing that international

20

banking agencies shall not be subject to state

1.12

21

law governing liquidity reserves; amending s.

22

663.04(2), Florida Statutes; permitting the

1.13

23

department to license an international banking

1.14

24

corporation to engage in banking business if

10
11
12
13

offices and i�national administrative

the international banking corporation could be

1.15

s. 663.06(1) and (5), Florida Statutes, 1982

28

Supplement; permitting an international banking

1.16

29

corporation to establish multiple, separately

30

licensed international bank agencies or

1.17

31

representative offices; permitting an

25
26
27

licensed to operate a federal agency; amending

l

l70-432A-4-3

2

3

4
6

8
?
10
11

12

13

to all agencies.

Each assessment shall be due and payable on

1.80

or before January 30th and July 31st of each year.

1.81

an international bank agency shall be defined to include

1.83

international banking corporation of which the agency is a

1.84

(c)

For the purposes of paragraph (b), the •assets• of

amounts due the agency from other offices or branches of the
part or from entities related to that international banking
corporation.

Section 3.

Section 663.0l, Florida Statutes, is

l:lus

2.1

2.2

amended to read:
663.01

,,�TIH-663.U:
(l)

Definitions.--As used in as. 663.01-663.16

"International banking corporation• means a

2.3

l:los

2.7

14

banking corporation organized and licensed under the laws of

15

some for eign country or a political subdivision thereof, other 2.8

16

than the United States of America or any of the states within

16

under the laws of the United States or any of the states of

2.9

17

the United States of America, or, if organized and licensed

2.10

19

the United States of America, a banking corporation:

2.11

20

(a)

Which is not a bank or bank holding company as

2.11

21

defined in the federal Bank Holding Company Act, as amended,

2.12

22

12 u.s.c. ss. 1841-1850; and

2.13

23
24

25
26

(b)

Which, on July 1, 1981, maintains as its only

United States banking office, one state agency licensed by a
state other than the State of Florida.
(2)

"International bank agency• means the

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.17

27

international banking corporation with respect to all business 2.18

29

located in this state.

28
30
31

or activities conducted in this state or through an office
(3)

•Representative office• means a business �he

location of a representative of an international banking
5
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2.19
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2.21

17O-432A-4-3

2

EepEeeeAea�iYe-reei8ift�-ift-�hie-e�a�e7-whieh-eK¼e�e for the

2.24

3

purpose of acting in a liaison cap acity with existing and

2.25

4

potential customers of such international banking corporation

2.26

5

and to generate new loans and other activities for such

2.27

6

international banking corporation which is operating outside

2.29

the state.
8

9

(4)

•International administrative office" means an

office of an international banking corporation as defined in

10

subsection (1), which exists for the purposes described in s.

11

663.16(1).

12
13

Section 4.

Subsection (1) of section 663.02, Florida

l:lus
2.32
2.33
2.34

Statutes, is amended to read:

14

663.02

15

(1)

Applicability of state banking laws.--

International bank agencies shall be subject to

2.35
2.37

16

all the p rovisions of the Florida Banking Code and chapter 655

2.38

17

as though such international bank agencies were state banks,

2.40

18

except where it may appear, from the context or otherwise,

2.41

19

that such provisions are clearly applicable only to banks or

2.43

20

trust companies organized under the laws of this state or the

21

United States.

22

provisions, it is the intent of the Legislature that the

2.45

23

following provisions shall be applicable to such banks or

2.46

24

agencies:

2.47

25

guidelines; s. 655.025, relating to investigations, subpoenas,

2.48

26

hearings, and witnesses: s. 655.029, relating to public

27

hearings and limited closing thereof: s. 655.033, relating to

2.49

18

cease and desist orders; s. 655.037, relating to officer,

2.50

19

director, committee member, or employee removal by the

30

department; s. 655.041, relating to administrative fines and

31

enforcement; s. 658.49, relating to loans by banks not

Without limiting the foregoing general

s. 655.021, relating to administrative enforcement

6

2.44

2.51

li0-432A-4-3

2

3

4
�
6

a jurisdiction in which any bank having its principal place of
business in this state may establish similar facilities or

exercise

2.81

similar pewers.

Section 6.

Subsections (l) and (5) of section 663.06,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:
663.06
(l )

Licenses; permissible activities.--

When the department shall have issued a license to

2.82

2.83
3.1

3.1
3.2

a

any international banking corporation to operate an

10

or representative office so licensed�-i� may engage in the

3.5

office specified in such license for a period not exceeding l

3.8

9

11

12

international bank agency or representative office, the agency

business authorized by ss. 663.01-663.16 ,,�T9l-ii�Tl4 at the

3.3

l:los

3.9

13

year from the date of such license or until such license is

14

suspended or revoked. No international bank agency or

l:lus

15

representative office shall have more than one place of doing

3.11

16

business, but nothing in this section or elsewhere in the

17

Florida Statutes shall be construed to prevent an

18

intexnational banking corporation from operating mote than one

3.12

19

international bank agency or representative office, each at a

21

representative office is separately licensed. �he-eerpere�½e�

22

eha�¼-have-en¼y-ene-�¼aee-ef-6ein,-B�e¾ness-as-spee¼f½edT

�

23

24

25
26
17

l8

29

JO
Jl

different place of business, provided each such agency or

eHeh lice"se to operate an international bank agency or

No

representative office shall be transferable or assignable.
Every such license shall be, at all times, conspicuously
displayed in the place of business specified therein.

3.13
3.14

3.16
3.19
3.20

3.21

An international banking corporation licensed

3.23

authorized to transact only such limited business in this

3.25

(5)

under the terms of ss. 663.01-663.16 iiiT9l-iiir�4 is

state as is clearly related to, and is usual in, international
or foreign business and financing international commerce. No
8
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3.24

3.26

3.28
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such international banking corporation shall exercise
2

fiduciary powers.

An international banking corporation may

3.30
3.31

furnish such investment advisory services as it may be
4

authorized to render under rules adopted by the department

3.32

5

with respect to nonresident persons or entities whose

3.33

6

principal place of business or domicile is outside the United
States.

The licensing provisions of chapter 517 shall not

3.34

8

apply to investment advisory and investment management

9

services authorized under this section.

10

banking corporation shall receive deposits in this state

11

except:

12

principal place of business or domicile is outside the United

3.38

13

States; interbank deposits, interbank borrowing or similar

3.39

14

interbank obligations; and international banking facility

3.40

15

deposits as defined pursuant to s. 655.071.

16

banking corporation er-reee�ve-8epeei�sy-9�t-*� may maintain

3.42

in this state, for the account of othersL credit balances

3.44

17
18
19
20

No such international

deposits from nonresident persons or entities whose

An international

necessarily incidental to, or arising out of, the exercise of
Section 7.

Subsections (1), (2), and (4) of section

663.07, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and

22

subsection (5) is added to said section, to read:

24
25

3.36
3.37

3.41

3.47

its lawful powers.

21

23

3.35

663.07

Asset maintenance or capital equivalency

3.49

3.50

3.51

Seettr¼e¼ee-er-reserYee.-(1)

3.48

Each international bank agency shall hold, in this

3.52

26

state, assets which bear such relationships as the department

27

shall by rule prescribe to the international bank aqency1 s

3.53

28

aggregate liabilities payable in this state or as a result of

3.54

29

the operations of the international bank agency.

30

of such assets shall be equal to not less than 105 percent of

31

the amount of such liabilities, provided the department by
9

The amount

3.55
3.56
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

. This bill represents the first comprehensive revision of
the international banking law since its enactment in 1977. The
bill would update a number of provisions and give some additional
powers to international banking corporations as well as clarify
some of the regulatory provisions of the lawa The Bureau of
International Banking of the Department of Banking and Finance
has worked with the Florida International Bankers' Association in
developing these proposals. The Florida Bankers' Association has
also agreed to the changes proposed in the bill.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Under ch�pter 663, a banking corporation organized in a
foreign country may establish an agency or a representative
office in this state. An international bank agency may
transact only such limited business in this
state as is cleerly related to, and is
usual in, international or foreign business
and financing international commerce.
F.S., s. 663.06(5),
By statute, an international bank agency may not exercise
fiduciary powers or receive deposits, although it may maintain
credit balances for the account of others in connection with the
exercise of its lawful powers.
Notwithstan�ing these limitations, a competitive equality
provision allows the department to authorize an international
bank agency
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to make any loan or investment or exercise
any power which it could make or exercise
if it were operating in this state as a
federal agency under the International
Banking Act of 1978. P.S,, a. 663,06(6).
Through this provision and Rule 3C-l5.03(5) (a), P.A.C., an
agency may be operated
with the same rights and privileges as a
state bank including, but not limited
to, •.. paying checks and lending money,

except that it shall not ••• accept deposits
from any person who is a citizen of or who
resides, is domiciled, or maintains its
principal place of business in the United
States ••••

A representative office may not conduct any banking
business in the state, but rather serves as a liaison between the
international banking corporation and its customers and works to

generate new loans ard other business.

There are presently 32 international bank agencies and 10

representative offices doing business in Florida.

The agencies

hold over $850 million in deposits and control $2 billion in
assets.

In 1981 legislation was enacted in response to changes in
federal regulations that allowed domestic financial institutions
to establish international banking facilities (IBFs), really just

separate sets of books in which their international transactions

are recorded.

An IBF may be established simply by notifying the

district Federal Reserve Bank. It allows the domestic bank to
take advantage of certain regulatory and tax advantages in

connection with international transactions that formerly had to
b� consummated off-ahore,
B.

EFFECT OF PROFOSED CHANGES

Section 1 of the bill simply requires notice to the
department when a state-chartered institution establishes an IBF.
This notice will mPrely be a copy of the federal notice, and it
will allow the department to monitor IBP activity,
Section 2 revises the examination fee provisions relating

to international agencies, representative offices, and the newly
authorized administrative offices. Currently, the law imposes an
examination fee calculated to recover the cost of conducting
regular periodic examinations. The bill would extend this
provision to cover any extraordinary examinations and also to

cover examinations of administrative offices.

It would also

require a semiannual assessment of international bank agencies,
determined as a percentage of assets pursuant to rules to be

adopted by the department. The bill calls for a declining rate
of assessment on assets in excess of $35 million and provides

that assessments may not exceed those applicable to state banks.
However, the assessments must be sufficient to defray the

department's cost of supervising international agencies and
representative and administrative offices.

section 3 clarifies the definition of •representative
office• and adds a definition of "international administrative
office" which is discussed below.

Section 4 would make it clear that the liquidity reserves
required of state banks are not applicable to agencies (which are
subject to asset maintenance of capital equivalency requirements
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d@scrib@d in S@ction 7,) This s@ction also includ@s what has
become a stanfard provision requested by the Florida Bankers•
Association stating that this chapter is not to be construed as
authorizing int�rstate banking in any form.
section S @ff@ctively rep@als the reciprocity requirement
that now applies to international agencies. The bill would
permit the department to license an agency if the U.S.
comptrollPr of the Currency could issue a federal agency license
to the same applicant. Since the federal law does not include a
reciprocity requirement, the effect of the state provision would
be nullified.

Section 6 r@viaes the provision which sets forth the
permissible activities of agencies and representative offices.
This section would make it clear that an international banking
corporation may operate mo�e than o�e agency or representative
office in the state, so long as each of them is separately
licensed. Through the competitive equality provision the
department has already permitted international banking
corporations to establish multiple agency offices in the state,
so this provision is clarifying in nature rather than
substantive. This section also permits agencies to render
investment advisory services to nonresidents and allows agencies
to receive deposits from nonresidents or from other banks or
agencies.

Section 7 is a compr@hensive revision of the reserve
reuqirements applicable to agencies. The revision would
hopefully eliminate some confusion about the current requirement,
and it should relieve any competitive disadvantage a state agency
may have vis •a vis a federal agency since the nPw requirements
generally follow the federal law. The bill would reduce the
required asset to liability ratio from 1081 to 1051 and would
allow the department to set a lower figure by rule, taking into
account the objective of maintaining a sound banking system. In
lieu of the "asset maintenance" requirement, an agency could
satisfy a "capital equivalency" requirement by depositing in this
state cash or securities equal to $1.S million (the minimum
capital for a state bank) or SI of its liabilities payable in
this state, whichever is greater. For the purposes of these
requirements, this section would also change the valuation of
securities to book value from principal amount or market value,
whichever is lower.

Section 8 would delete the present provision limiting
extensions of credit by en agency which would be replacPd by a
new section 663.15 created in Section 9. Subsection (1) of this
new section would require the departm�nt to set the limit for
acceptances of drafts or bills of exchange, taking into account
the corresponding fedPral provisions, Subsection (2) would adopt
the lending and investment limitations applicable to state banks
but would make clear that the term "capital accounts", when used
in this connection, refers to the capital of the parent
international banking corporation.
-Finally, S@ction 10 sets forth@r th@ p@rmissible
activities of an international administrative office. The
administrative office could perform personnel and data processing
functions as well as loan production and servicing operations for
•n international banking corporation. It would not require a
certificate of authority to do business from the department, but
it would be required to pay initial and renewal fees and be
subject to regular examinations limited to confirmation of
complianre with the law.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
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A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The economic effect of the bill will probably not be
substantial. Most of the provisions are technical in nature.
However, the new international administrative office may attract
more international banking activity to Florida with some

resulting domestic economic benefits. A more significant
economic impact probably lies in the progressive regulatory
environment for international banking which has already been
established in Florida and which should be enhanced by the bill.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

There should likewise be little impact on the public
sector except to the extent that the new assessment provision

would bring in enough revenue to cover the cost of supervising

international banking in Florida.

The department indicates that

its administrative costs with respect to international banking

activity amount to about $100,000 annually, a�d the fees will be
set to bring in this amount.
IV.

COMMENTS

The proposed committee substitute is merely a later

version of a draft that continued to evolve in discussions among
the domestic and international banking communities, the business
community at large, ard the department.
Statement of substantial changes in committee substitute.

The substantial changes in the bill that are reflected in
the substitute are:

l. A reduction from $70 million to $35 million in the
amount of an agency's assets that would be subject to the highest

rate of assessment;

2. The addition of the boilerplate prohibition on
interstate bankingi

3. The addition of authority for agencies to provide
investmPnt advisory services to and receive deposits from

nonresidents; and

4.

Expansion of the permissible activities of the

administrative office to include negotiation and approval of

loans.

V.

AMENDMENTS

Prepar•d by:

Staff Director:
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SUMMARY ANO PURPOSE

This bill repre!ents the first comprehensive revision of
the international banking law since its enactment in 1977. The
bill updates a number of provisions and gives some additional
powers to international banking corporations as well as
clarifying some of the regulatory provisions of the law. The
Bureau of International Banking of the Department of Banking and
Finance worked with the Florida International Bankers'
Association in developing these proposals. The Florida Bankers'
Association also agreed to the changes pro posed in the bill.
The bill also amends three provisions in the savings and
loan law to establish clearly that out-of-state financial
institutions may not acquire or merge with Florida associations
except in supervisory cases and that they may not establish de
novo branch offices in this state.
II ,

CURRENT LAW ANO EFFECT OF CHANGES
A,
1,

CURRENT LAW
International Banking

Under chapter 663, a banking corporation organized in a
foreign country may establish an agency or a representati•re
office in this state. An international bank agency may
transact only such limited business in this
state as is clear.ly related to, and is
usual in, international or foreign business
and financing international commerce.
F,S,, s, 663,06 (5).
Wyatt T M1rt1n, li111f D1ree1or
322 The C1pltol, lall1hn.1tt, Florid■ .12..JOI {904) 488-7024
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By statute, an international bank agency may not exercise

fiduciary powers or receive deposits, although it may maintain
credit balances for the account of others in connection with the
exercise of its lawful powers.

Notwithstanding these limitations, a competitive equality
provision allows the department to authorize an international
bank agency

to make any loan or investment or exercise
any power which it could make or exercise
if it were operating in this state as a

federal agency und�r the International
Banking Act of 1978. F.S., s. 663.06(6).

Through this provision and Rule 3C-15.03(5) (a), F.A.C., an

agency may be opPrated

with the same rights and privileges as a
state bank including, but not limited
to, ••• paying checks and lending money,
except that it shall not ••• accept deposits
from any person who is a citizen of or who
resides, is domiciled, or maintains its

principal place of business in the United
states •...

A representative office may not conduct any banking
busiress in the state, but rather serves as a liaison between the
international banking corporation and its customers and works to
genPrate new loans and other business.

There are presently 31 international bank agencies and 9

representative offices doing business in Florida.

The agencies

hold over $850 million in deposits and control $2 billion in
assets.

In 1981 legislation was enacted in response to changes in
federal regulations that allowed domestic financial institutions
to establish international banking facilities (IBFs), really just
separate sets of books in which their international transactions
are recorded. An IBF may be establishPd simply hy notifying the
district Federal Reserve Bank. It allows the domestic bank to
take adv�ntage of certain regulatory and tax advantages in
connection with international transactions that formerly had to
be consummatPd off-shore.
2.

Savings and Loan Associations

ln response to a recent change in federal law (s. 334,

P.L. 97-320), the Federal Home Loan Bank Board has proposed
revised regulations that would permit voluntary interstate
transactions involving insured thrift institutions in states
whose laws specifically authorize such transactions. The board's

staff bas indicated that it believes Florida is such a "host
state,• probably because of legislation passed last year that
repealed the former prohibition against ownership of Florida S&Ls
by out-of-state business organizations. Notwithstanding the
repeal of that provision, however, chapter 665 still provides
that an association may merge only with another association in

its •primary lending area• (the state plus any additional
territory within 100 miles of its home office) and still
prohibits any •foreign• (out-of-state) association from doing a
savings and loan business in the state.
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B,

EFFECT OF CHANGES

Section 1 of the bill simply requires notice to the
department when a state-chartered institution establishes an IBF.
This notice will merely be a copy of the federal notice, and it
will allow the department to monitor IBF activity,
Section 2 revises the examination fee provisions relating
to international agencies, representative offices, and the newly
authorized administrative offices. Currently, the law imposes an
examination fee calculated to recover the cost of conducting
regular periodic examinations. The bill would extend this
provision to cover any extraordinary examinations and also to
cover examinations of administrative offices. It would also
require a semiannual assessment of intPrnational bank agencies,
determined as a percentage of assets pursuant to rules to be
adopted hy the department. The bill calls for a declining rate
of assessment on assets in excess of $35 million and provides
that assessments may not exceed those applicable to state banks.
However, the assessments must be sufficient to defray the
department's cost of supervising international agencies aDd
representative and administrative offices.
Section 3 clarifies the definition of wrepresentative
office" and adds a definition of "international administrative
office" which is discussed below.
Section 4 would make it clear that the liquidity reserves
required of state banks are not applicable to agencies (which are
subject to asset maintenance of capital equivalency requirements
described in Section 7.) This section also includes what has
become a stan�ard provision requestPd by the Florida Bankers'
Association stating that this chapter is not to be construed as
authorizing interstate banking in any form.
Section 5 effectively repeals the reciprocity requirement
that now applies to international agencies, The bill would
permit the department to license an agency if the U.S.
Comptroller of the CurrPncy could issue a federal agency license
to the same applicant. Since the federal law does not include a
reciprocity requirement, the effect of the state provision would
be nullified,
Section 6 revises the provision which sets forth the
permissible activities of agencies and representative offices.
This section would make it clear that an international banking
corporation may operate more th�n one ag�ncy or representative
office in the state, so long as each of them is separately
licensed. Through the competitive equality provision the
department has already permitted international banking
corporations to establish multiple agency offices in the state,
so this provision is clarifying in nature rather than
substantive. This section also permits agencies to render
investment advisory services to nonresidents and allows agencies
to receive deposits from nonresidents or from other banks or
agencies.
Section 7 is a comprehensive revision of the reserve
reuqirements applicable to agencies. The revision would
hopefully eliminate some confusion about the current requirement,
and it should relieve any competitive disadvantage a state agency
may have vis 'a vis a federal agency since the new requirements
generally follow the federal law. The bill would reduce the
required asset to liability ratio from 1081 to 1051 and would
allow the department to set a lower figure by rule, taking into
account the objective of maintaining a sound banking system. In
lieu of the "asset maintenance" requirement, an ag@ncy could
satisfy a "capital equivalency" requirement by depositing in this
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state cash or securities equal to $1.5 million (the minimum
capital for a state bank) or 5% of its liabilities payable in
this state, whichever is greater. For the purposes of these

requirements, this section would also change the valuation of
securities to book value from principal amount or market value,
whichever is lower.

Section 8 would delete the present provision limiting
extensions of credit by an agPncy which would be replaced �y a
new section 663.15 create� in Section 9. Subsection (ll of this
new section would require the department to set the limit for
acceptances of drafts or bills of exchange, taking into account

the corresponding federal provisions. Subsection (2) would adopt
the lending and investment limitations applicable to state banks
but would make clear that the term Rcapital accounts", when used
in this connection, refers to the capital of the parent

international banking corporation.

Section 10 sets forth the permissible activities of an
international administrative office. The administrative office

could perform personnel and data processing functions as well as

loan production and servicing operations for ?-n international

banking corporation. lt would not require a certificate of
authority to do business from the department, but it would be

required to pay initial and renewal fees and be subject to

regular examinations limited to confirmation of compliance with

the law.

The last three sections of the bill are directed at the
proposed FHLBB regulation and are intendPd to prohibit entry into
Florida by out-of-state savings and loans or other financial
institutions. Section 11 amends the merger provision of the S&L
law to allow associations to merge with other associations
located within the state, rather than associations in the primary
lending area. This would have the effect of precluding potential
interstate mergers involving associations in south Georgia and

south Alabama, but more importantly it would clarify the state's
policy with regard to interstate mergers.

Section 12 prohibits the acquisition of control of a
Florida association by any financial institution the opPrations
of which are principally conducted outside the state or by any
business organization that controls such an institution. This

prohibition would not apply in a supervisory case or to any
merger involving �n association that is subject to the provisions
of section 123 of the Garn-St. Germain act (supervisory cases).

This section essentially reinstates a provision that was repealed
last year, except that the former prohibition was directed at all

out-of-state business organizations while the new provision

applies only to those that control out-of-state financial
institutions.

Finally, section 13 amends the prohibition against foreign
associations doing a savings association business in Florida.
The definition of "foreign association• is amended to include
savings banks and to make it clear that any association or
savings bank whose principal business office is outside the state
is a foreign association, regardless of whether it is organized
under state or federal law. Such foreign associations are
prohibited from maintaining an office in this state or,

specifically, from establishing a branch office in this state.

These three provisions are intended to establish beyond
any doubt that Florida should not be regarded as a "host state•
for purposes of the proposed federal regulation.
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III,

ECONOMIC IMPACT

A,

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

With respect to international banking, the economic effect
of the bill will probably not be substantial. Most of the
provisions are technical in nature. However, the new
international administrative office may attract more
international banking activity to Florida with some resulting
domestic economic benefits. A more significant economic impact
probably lies in the progressive regulatory environment for
international banking which has already been established in
Florida and which should be enhanced by the bill.
The savings association amendments serve to protect the
interests of Florina associations and will work to discourage
competition from out-of-state institutions.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

There should likewise be little impact on the public
sector except to the extent that the new assessment provision
would bring in enough revenue to cover the cost of supervising
international banking in Florida. The departmPnt indicates that
its administrative costs with respect to international banking
activity amount to about $100,000 annually, and the fees will be
set to bring in this amount.
IV,

COMMENTS

The proposed committee substitute is merely a later
version of a draft that continued to evolve in discussions among
the domestic and international banking communities, the business
community at large, and the department.
Statement of substantial changes in committee substitute.
The substantial changes in the bill that are reflected in
the substitute are:
1. A reduction from $70 million to $35 million in the
amount of an agency's assets that would be subject to the highest
rate of assessment:
2. The addition of the boilerplate prohibition on
interstate banking�
3. The addition of authority for agencies to provide
investment advisory services to and receive deposits from
nonresidents; and
4. Expansion of the permissible activities of the
administrative office to incluce negotiation and approval of
loans.

V,

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

A,

ENACTED BILL

The bill originated as a draft of suggested revisions to
the international banking law that was workPd out in numProus
meetings of representatives of the Bureau of International
Banking of the DepartmPnt of Banking and Finance, the Florida
International Bankers' Association, and the Florida Bankers'
Association representing the interests of domestic bank�rs. The
committee substitute was recommended by the Banking and Commerce
Subcommittee at its meeting on May 3 to inclu<le several changes
that had been requested by the interested groups as a result of
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negotiations subsequent to the filing of the bill. The committee
substitute was then approved by the full Commerce Committee on
May 10.

Following action by the Commerce Committee, the bill was
withdrawn from the Committee on Finance and Taxation on May 12
and from the Committee on Appropriations on May 20.
On May 31, the bill was taken up by the Rouse.

Three

amendments were adopted to include the savings and loan

provisions in the bill. The bill was then passed by a vote of
110-4 and sent to the Senate (HJ 843, 844).
That •ame day, the Senate first referred the bill to the
CommPrce Committee, then withdrew it and passed it 34-0 (SJ 576).
B.

DISPOSITION OF COMPANION

The Senate companion, CS/SB 739, followed much the same
course as the Rouse bill. It too was taken up on May 31. The
S&L amendments were adopted, and the bill was passed 35-0 (SJ
576, 568). After the two bills had crossed in messages and the

Senate had passed the Rouse bill, the Senate bill was referred to
the CommPrce Committee of the House where it died.

Prepared by,
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I.

ACTION

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Currently chapter 663, provides that a banking corporation
organized in a foreign country may establish an agency or a
representative office in this state. An international bank
agency may

f'

transact only such limited business in
this state as is clearly related to, and
is usual in, international or foreign
business and financing international
commerce. Florida Statutes, section
663.06(5).
By statute, an international bank agency may not exercise
fiduciary powers or receive deposits, although it may
ma1nta1n credit balances for the account of others in
connection with the exercise of its lawful powers.
Notwithstanding these limitations, a competitive equality
provision allows the department to authorize an
international bank agency to make loans, investments or
exercise any power which it could make or exercise if it
were operating in this state as a federal agency under the
International Banking Act of 1978, Florida Statutes.
Section 663.06(6).
Through this provision and Rule 3C-15.03 (5) (a), F.A.C., an
agency may be operated
with the same rights and privileges as a
state bank including, but not limited
to, .•• paying checks and lending money,
except that it shall not ... accept
deposits from any person who is a citizen
of or who resides, is domiciled, or
maintains its principal place of business
in the United States •..•
A representative office may not conduct any banking business
in the state, but rather serves as a liaison between the
international banking corporation and its customers and
works to generate new loans and other business.
In 1981, legislation was enacted in response to changes in
federal regulations that allowed domestic financial
institutions to establish international banking facilities
(IBFs). An IBF may be established simply by notifying the
district Federal Reserve Bank. It allows the domestic bank
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to take advantage of certain regulatory and tax advantages
in connection with international transactions.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 1 of the bill requires notice to the department when
a state-chartered institution establishes an IBF.
Section 2 revises the examination fee provisions relating to
international agencies, representative offices, and the
newly authorized administrative offices. Currently, the law
imposes an examination fee calculated to recover the cost of
conducting regular periodic examinations. The bill would
extend this provision to cover any extraordinary
examinations and also to cover examinations of
administrative offices. It would also require a semiannual
assessment of international bank agencies, determined as a
percentage of assets pursuant to rules to be adopted by the
department. The bill calls for a declining rate of
assessment on assets in excess of $70 million and provides
that assessments may not exceed those applicable to state
banks. However, the assessments must be sufficient to
defray the department's cost of supervising international
agencies and representative and administrative offices.
section 3 clarifies the definition of "representative
office" and adds a definition of "international
administrative office" which is discussed below.
Section 4 contains a technical error but is desig ned to
specify that the liquidity reserves required of state banks
are not applicalbe to agencies. The bill makes the reserves
applicable to agencies as well as being subject to asset
maintenance of capital equivalency requirements provided for
in section 7 of the bill.
Section 5 effectively repeals the reciprocity requirement
that now applies to international agencies. The bill would
permit the department to license an agency if the u.s.
Comptroller of the Currency could issue a federal agency
license to the same applicant. Since the federal law does
not include a reciprocity requirement, the effect of the
state provision would be nullified.
Section 6 revises the provision which sets forth the
permissible activities of agencies and representative
offices. This section would make it clear that an
international banking corporation may operate more than one
agency or representative office in the state, so long as
each of them 1s separately licensed. Through the
competitive equality provision the department has already
permitted international banking corporations to establish
multiple agency offices in the state, so this provision is
clarifying in nature rather than substantive. This section
also allows agencies to receive deposits from other banks,
agencies, or IBF's.
Section 7 revises the reserve requirements applicable to
agencies. The bill would reduce the required asset to
liability ratio from 108% to 1051 and would allow the
department to set a lower figure by rule, taking into
account the objective of maintaining a sound banking system.
In lieu of the "asset maintenance• requirement, an agency
could satisfy a "capital equivalency" requirement by
depositing in this state cash or securities equal to $1.5
million (the minimum capital for a state bank) or 5 percent
of its liabilities payable in this state, whichever is
greater. For the purposes of these requirements, this
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section would also change the valuation of securities to
book value from principal amount or market value.
Section 8 would delete the present provision limiting
extensions of credit by an agency which would be replaced by
a new section 663.15 created in Section 9. Subsection (1)
of this new section would require the department to set the
limit for acceptances of drafts or bills of exchange, taking
into account the corresponding federal provisions.
Subsection (2) would adopt the lending and investment
limitations applicable to state banks but would make clear
that the term "capital accounts", when used in this
connection, refers to the capital of the parent
international banking corporation.
Finally, Section 10 sets forth the permissible activities of
an international administrative office. The administrative
office could perform personnel and data processing functions
as well as loan production and servicing operations for an
international banking corporation. It would not require a
certificate of authority to do business from the department,
but it would be required to pay initial and renewal fees and
be subject to regular examinations limited to confirmation
of compliance with the law.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPAC� AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The economic effect of the bill will probably not be
substantial. Most of the provisions are technical in
nature. However, the new international administrative
office may attract more international banking activity to
Florida with some resulting domestic economic benefits. A
more significant economic impact probably lies in the
regulatory environment for international banking which has
already been established in Florida and which should be
enhanced by the bill.

B.

Government:
The new assessment provisions are designed to bring in
enough revenue to cover the cost of supervising
international banking in Florida. The department indicates
that its administrative costs with respect to international
banking activity amount to about $100,000 annually, and the
fees will be established to cover this amount.

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.
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transact only such limited business in
this state as is clearly related to, and
is usual in, international or foreign
business and financing international
commerce. Florida Statutes, section
663,06(5),

~l ) By st a t u t e, an i nterna tiona1 b ank agency may not exercise
,•rin/J_..,.--,
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fiduciary powers or receive deposits, although it may
maintain credit balances for the account of others in
connection with the exercise of its lawful powers.
• I
1 \

Notwithstanding these limitations, a competitive equality
provision allows the department to authorize an
international bank agency to make loans, investments or
exercise any power which it could make or exercise if it
were operating in this state as a federal agency under the
International Banking Act of 1978, Florida statutes.
Section 663.06(6).

Through this provision and Rule JC-15.03(5) (a), F.A.C., an
agency may be operated
with the same rights and privileges as a
state bank including, but not limited
to, ••. paying checks and lending money,
except that it shall not ••• accept
deposits from any person who is a citizen
of or who resides, is domiciled, or
maintains its principal place of business
in the United states,, ••
A representative office may not conduct any banking business
in the state, but rather serves as a liaison between the
international banking corporation and its customers and
works to generate new loans and other business.
In 1981, legislation was enacted in response to changes in
federal regulations that allowed domestic financial
institutions to establish international banking facilities
(IBFs). An IBF may be established simply by notifyinq the
district Federal Reserve Bank. It allows the domestic bank
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to take advantage of certain regulatory and tax advantages
in connection with international transactions.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes,
Section 1 of the bill requires notice to the department when
a state-chartered institution establishes an IBF.
Section 2 revises the examination fee provisions relating to
international agencies, representative offices, and the
newly authorized administrative offices. Currently, the law
imposes an examination fee calculated to recover the cost of
conducting regular periodic examinations. The bill would
extend this provision to cover any extraordinary
examinations and also to cover examinations of
administrative offices. It would also require a semiannual
assessment of international bank agencies, determined as a
percentage of assets pursuant to rules to be adopted by the
department. The bill calls for a declining rate of
assessment on assets in excess of $35 million and provides
that assessments may not exceed those applicable to state
banks. However, the assessments must be sufficient to
defray the department's cost of supervising international
agencies and representative and administrative offices.
Section 3 clarifies the definition of "representative
office" and adds a definition of "international
administrative office" which is discussed below.

Section 4 specifies that the liquidity reserves required of
state banks are not applicable to agencies which are subject
to asset maintenance of capital equivalency requirements
provided for in section 7 of the bill.
This section also includes a provision specifying that this
chapter is not to be construed as authorizing interstate
banking in any form.
Section 5 effectively repeals the reciprocity requirement
that now applies to international agencies. The bill would
permit the department to license an agency if the U.S.
Comptroller of the Currency could issue a federal agency
license to the same applicant. Since the federal law does
not include a reciprocity requirement, the effect of the
state provision would be nullified.
Section 6 revises the provision which sets forth the
permissible activities of agencies and representative
offices. This section would make it clear that an
international banking corporation may operate more than one
agency or representative office in the state, so long as
each of them is separately licensed. Through the
competitive equality provision the department has already
permitted international banking corporations to establish
multiple agency offices in the state, so this provision is
clarifying in nature rather than substantive. This section
also allows agencies to receive deposits from non-residents,
other banks, agencies, or IBF's and it allows agencies to
render investment advisory services to non-residents.
Section 7 revises the reserve requirements applicable to
agencies. The bill would reduce the required asset to
liability ratio from 1081 to 1051 and wou ld allow the
department to set a lower figure by rule, taking into
account the objective of maintaining a sound banking system.
In lieu of the •asset maintenance" requirement, an agency
could satisfy a "capital equivalency" requirement by
depositing in this state cash or securities equal to $1.5
million (the minimum capital for a state bank) or 5 percent
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of its liabilities payable in this state, whichever is
greater. For the purposes of these requirements, this
section would also change the valuation of securities to
book value from principal amount or market value.
Section 8 would delete the present provision limiting
extensions of credit by an agency which would be replaced by
a new section 663.15 created in Section 9. Subsection (1)
of this new section would require the department to set the
limit for acceptances of drafts or bills of exchange, taking
into account the corresponding federal provisions.
Subsection (2) would adopt the lending and investment
limitations applicable to state banks but would make clear
that the term "capital accounts", when used in this
connec tion, refers to the capital of the parent
international banking corporation.
Finally, Section 10 sets forth the permissible activities of
an international administrative office. The administrative
offic e could perform personnel and data processing functions
as well as loan production and servicing operations for an
international banking corporation. It would not require a
certificate of authority to do business from the department,
but it would be required to pay initial and renewal fees and
be subject to regular examinations limited to confirmation
of compliance with the law.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The economic effect of the bill will probably not be
substantial. Most of the provisions are technical in
nature. However, the new international administrative
office may attract more international banking activity to
Florida with some resulting domestic economic benefits. A
more significant economic impact probably lies in the
regulatory environment for international banking which has
already been established in Florida and which should be
enhanced by the bill.

B.

Government:
The new assessment provisions are designed to bring in
enough revenue to cover the cost of supervising
international banking in Florida. The department indicates
that its administrative costs with respect to international
banking activity amount to about $100,000 annually, and the
fees will be established to cover this amount.

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
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Present Situation:

currently chapter 663, provides that a banking corporation
organized in a foreign country may establish an agency or a
representative office in this state. An international bank
agency may
transact only such limited business in
this state as is clearly related to, and
is usual in, international or foreign
business and financing international
commerce. Florida Statutes, section
663.06(5).

By statute, an international bank agency may not exercise
fiduciary powers or receive deposits, although it may
maintain credit balances for the account of others in
connection with the exercise of its lawful powers.
Notwithstanding these limitations, a competitive equality
provision allows the department to authorize an
international bank agency to make loans, investments or
exercise any power which it could make or exercise if it
were operating in this state as a federal agency under the
International Banking Act of 1978, Florida Statutes.
Section 663.06(6).
Through this provision and Rule 3C-15.03(5) (a), F.A.C., an
agency may be operated
with the same rights and privileges as a
state bank including, but not limited
to, .•. paying checks and lending money,
except that it shall not ... accept
deposits from any person who is a citizen
of or who resides, is domiciled, or
maintains its principal place of business
in the United States ••••
A representative office may not conduct any banking business
in the state, but rather serves as a liaison b�tween the
international banking corporation and 1ts customers and
works to generate new loans and other business.
In 1981, legislation was enacted in response to changes in
federal regulations that allowed domestic financial
institutions to establish international banking facilities
(IBFs). An IBF may be established simply by notifying the
district Federal Reserve Bank. It allows the domestic bank
to take advantage of certain regulatory and tax advantages
in connection with international transactions.
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In response to a recent change in federal law (s. 334, P.L.
97-320), the Federal Home Loan Bank Board has proposed
revised regulations that would permit voluntary interstate
transactions involving insured thrift institutions in states
whose laws specifically authorize such transactions. The
board's staff has indicated that it believes Florida is such
a "host state,� probably because of legislation passed last
year that repealed the former prohibition against ownership
of Flor ida S&Ls by out-of-state business organizations.
Notwithstanding the repeal of that provision, however,
chapter 665 still provides that an association may merge
only with another association in its "primary lending area"
(the state plus any additional territory within 100 milPs of
its home office) and still prohibits any "foreign• (out-of
state) association from doing a savings and loan business in
the state.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 1 of the bill requires notice to the department when
a state-chartered institution establishes an IBF.
Section 2 revises the examination fee provisions relating to
international agencies, representative offices, and the
newly authorized administrative offices. Currently, the law
imposes an examination fee calculated to recover the cost of
conducting regular periodic examinations. The bill would
extend this provision to cover any extraordinary
examinations and also to cover examinations of
adm inistrative offices. It would also require a semiannual
assessment of international bank agencies, determined as a
percentage of assets pursuant to rules to be adopted by the
department. The bill calls for a declining rate of
assessment on assets in excess of $35 million and provides
that assessments may not exceed those applicable to state
banks� However, the assessments must be sufficient to
defray the department's cost of supervising international
agencies and representative and administrative offices.
Section 3 clarifies the definition of "representative
office" and adds a definition of "international
administrative office• which is discussed below.
Section 4 specifies that the liquidity reserves required of
state banks are not applicable to agencies which are subject
to asset maintenance of capital equivalency requirements
provided for in section 7 of the bill.
This section also includes a provision specifying that this
chapter is not to be construed as author izing interstate
banking in any form.
Section 5 effectively repeals the reciprocity requirement
that now applies to international agencies. The bill would
permit the department to license an agency if the U.S.
Comptroller of the Currency could issue a federal agency
license to the same applicant. since the federal law does
not include a reciprocity requirement, the effect of the
state provision would be nullified.
Section 6 revises the provision which sets forth the
permissible activities of agencies and representative
offices. This section would make it clear that an
international banking corporation may operate more than one
agency or representative office in the state, so long as
each of them is separately licensed. Through the
competitive equality provision the department haR already
permitted international banking corporations to establish
multiple agency offices in the state, so this provision is
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clarifying in nature rather than substantive. This section
also allows agencies to receive deposits from non-residents,
other banks, agencies, or IBF's and it allows agencies to
render investment advisory services to non-residents.
Section 7 revises the reserve requirements applicable to
agencies. The bill would reduce the required asset to
liability ratio from 108% to 105% and would allow the
department to set a lower figure by rule, taking into
account the objective of maintaining a sound banking system.
In lieu of the "asset maintenance" requirement, an agency
could satisfy a "capital equivalency" requirement by

depositing in this state cash or securities equal to $1.5
million (the minimum capital for a state bank) or 5 percent
of its liabilities payable in this state, whichever is
greater. For the purposes of these requirements, this
section would also change the valuation of securities to
book value from principal amount or market value.
Section 8 would delete the present provision limiting
extensions of credit by an agency which would be replaced bv
a new section 663.15 created in Section 9. Subsection (1)
of this new section would require the department to set the
limit for acceptances of drafts or bills of exchange, taking
into account the corresponding federal provisions.
Subsection (2) would adopt the lending and investment
limitations applicable to state banks but would make clear
that the term "capital accounts", when used in this
connection, refers to the capital of the parent
international banking corporation.
Section 10 sets forth the perrd ssible activities of an
international administrative r,ffice. The administrative
office could perform personnel and data processing functions
as well as loan production and servicinq operations for an
international banking corporation. It would not require a
certificate of authority to do business from the department,
but it would be required to pay initial and renewal fees and
be subject to regular examinations limited to confirmation
of compliance with the law.
The last three sections of the bill are directed at the
proposed FHLBB regulation and are intended to prohibit entry
into Florida by out-of-state savings and loans or other
financial institutions. Section 11 amends the merger
provision of the S&L law to allow associations to merge with
other associations located within the state, rather than
associations in the primary lending area. This would have
the effect of precluding potential interstate mergers
involving associations in south Georgia and south Alabama,
but more importantly it would clarify the state's policy
with regard to interstate mergers.
Section 12 prohibits the acquisition of control of a Florida
association by any financial institution the operations of
which are principally conducted outside the state or by any
business organization that controls such an institution.
This prohibition would not apply in a supervisory case or to
any merger involving an association that is subject to the
provisions of section 123 of the Garn-St. Germain act
(supervisory cases). This section essentially reinstates a
provision that was repealed last year, except that the
former prohibition was directed at all out-of-stat� business
organizations while the new provision applies only to those
that control out-of-state financial institutions.
Finally, section 13 amends the prohibition against foreign
associations doing a savings association business in
Florida. The definition of "foreign association" 1s amended
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to include savings banks and to make it clear that any
association or savings bank whose principal business office
is outside the state is a foreign association, regardless of
whether it is organized under state or federal law. Such
foreign associations are prohibited from maintaining an
office in this state or, specifically, from establishing a
branch office in this state.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The economic effect of the bill will probably not be
substantial. Most of the provisions are techn ical in
nature. However, the new international administrative
office may attract more international banking activity to
Florida with some resulting domestic economic benefits. A
more significant economic impact probably lies in the
regulatory environment for international banking which has
already been established in Florida and which shou ld be
enhanced by the bill.

B.

Government:
The new assessment provisions are designed to bring in
enough revenue to cover the cost of supervising
international banking in Florida. The department indicates
that its administrative costs with respect to international
banking activity amount to about $100,000 annually, and the
fees will be established to cover this amount.

III.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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Present Situation:
Currently chapter 663, provides that a banking corporation
organized in a foreign country may establish an agency or a
representative offic e in this state. An international bank
agency may
transact only such limited business in
this state as is clearly related to, and
is usual in, international or foreign
business and financing international
commerce. Florida Statutes, section
663.06(5).
By statute, an international bank agency may not exercise
fiduciary powers or receive deposits, although it may
maintain credit balances for the account of others in
connection with the exercise of its lawful powers.
Notwithstanding these limitations, a competitive equality
provision allows the department to authorize an
international bank agency to make loans, investments or
exercise any power which it could make or exercise if it
were operating in this state as a federal agency under the
International Banking Act of 1978, Florida Statutes.
Section 663.06(6).
Through this provision and Rule 3C-15.03(5) (a), F.A.C., an
agency may be operated
with the same rights and privileges as a
state bank including, but not limited
to, ••. paying checks and lending money,
except that it shall not •.• accept
deposits from any person who is a citizen
of or who resides, is domiciled, or
maintains its principal place of business
in the United states ••••
A representative office may not conduct any banking business
in the state, but rather serves as a liaison between the
international banking corporation and its customers and
works to generate new loans and other business.
In 1981, legislation was enacted in response to changes in
federal regulations that allowed domestic financial
institutions to establish international banking facilities
(IBFs). An IBF may be established simply by notifying the
district Federal Reserve Bank. It allows the domestic bank
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to take advantage of certain regulatory and tax advantages
in connection with international transactions.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 1 of the bill requires notice to the department when
a state-chartered institution establishes an IBF.
Section 2 revises the examination fee provisions relating to
international agencies, representative offices, and the
newly authorized administrative offices. Currently, the law
imposes an examination fee calculated to recover the cost of
conductinq regular periodic examinations. The bill would
extend this provision to cover any extraordinary
examinations and also to cover examinations of
administrative offices. It would also require a semiannual
assessment of international bank agencies, determined as a
percentage of assets pursuant to rules to be adopted by the
department. The bill cal ls for a declining rate of
assessment on assets in excess of $35 million and provides
that assessments may not exceed those applicable to state
banks. However, the assessments must be sufficient to
defray the department's cost of supervising international
agencies and representative and administrative offices.
Section 3 clarifies the definition of "representative
office" and adds a definition of "international
administrative office• which is discussed below.
Section 4 specifies that the liquidity reserves required of
state banks are not applicable to agencies which are subject
to asset maintenance of capital equivalency r@quirements
provided for in section 7 of the bill.
This section also includes a provision specifying that this
chapter is not to be construed as authorizing interstate
banking in any form.
Section 5 effectively repeals the reciprocity requirement
that now applies to international agencies. The bill would
permit the department to license an agency if the U.S.
Comptroller of the Currency could issue a federal agency
license to the same applicant. Since the federal law does
not include a reciprocity requirement, the effect of the
state provision would be nullified.
Section 6 revises the provision which sets forth the
permissible activities of agencies and representative
offices. This section would make it clear that an
international banking corporation may operate more than one
agency or representative office in the state, so long as
each of them is separately licensed. Through the
competitive equality provision the department has already
permitted international banking corporations to establish
multiple agency offices in the state, so this provision is
clarifying in nature rather than substantive. This section
also allows agencies to receive deposits from non-residents,
other banks, agencies, or IBF's and it al lows agencies to
render investment advisory services to non-residents.
Section 7 revises the reserve requirements applicable to
agencies. The bill would reduce the required asset to
liability ratio from 1081 to 105% and would allow the
department to set a lower figure by rule, taking into
account the objective of maintaining a sound banking system.
In lieu of the "asset maintenance" requirement, an agency
could satisfy a "capital equivalency" requirement by
depositing in this state cash or securities equal to $1.5
million (the minimum capital for a state bank) or 5 percent
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of its liabilities payable in this state, whichever is
greater. For the purposes of these requirements, this
section would also change the valuation of securities to
book value from principal amount or market value.
Section 8 would delete the present provision limiting
extensions of credit by an agency which would be replaced by
a new section 663.15 created in Section 9. Subsection (1)
of this new section would require the department to set the
limit for acceptances of drafts or bills of exchange, taking
into account the corresponding federal provisions.
Subsection (2) would adopt the lending and investment
limitations applicable to state banks but would make clear
that the t�rm "capital accounts", when used 1n this
connection, refers to the capital of the parent
international banking corporation.
Finally, Section 10 sets forth the permissible activities of
an international administrative office. The administrative
office could perform personnel and data processing functions
as well as loan production and servicing operations for an
international banking corporation. It would not require a
certificate of authority to do business from the department,
but it would be required to pay initial and renewal fees and
be subject to regular examinations limited to confirmation
of compliance with the law.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The economic ef fect of the bill will probably not be
substantial. Most of the provisions are technical in
nature. However, the new international administrative
office may attract more international banking activity to
Florida with some resulting domestic economic benefits. A
more signif icant economic impact probably lies in the
regulatory environment for international banking which has
already been established in Florida and which should be
enhanced by the bill.

B.

Governm@nt:
The new assessment provisions are designed to bring in
enough revenue to cover the cost of supervising
international banking in Florida. The department indicates
that its administrative costs with respect to international
banking activity amount to about $100,000 annually, and the
fees will be established to cover this amount.

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

CHAPTER 83-129
Committee substitute for House Bill No. 794
An act relating to financial institutions; adding subsection (3)
to s. 655.071, Florida Statutes; requiring any state-licensed
banking organization to notify the Department of Banking and
Finance of its intention to establish an international
banking facility; amending s. 658.73(4) and (5), Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and adding subsection (6) thereto;
prescribing examination fees and assessments to be paid by
international bank agencies, representative offices
and
international administrative offices, amending s. 663.01,
Florida Statutes; making the definition of «representative
office"
consistent
with
an
international
banking
corporation's having more than one representative office;
defining "international administrative office", amending s
663 02(1), Florida Statutes; providing that international
banking agencies shall not be subJect to state law governing
liquidity reserves; amending s 663 04(2), Florida Statutes;
permitting the department to license an international banking
corporation to
engage
1n
banking
business
if
the
international
banking corporation could be licensed to
operate a federal agency; amending s. 663.06(1) and (5),
permitting
Florida
Statutes,
1982
Supplement;
an
international banking corporation to establish multiple,
separately
licensed
international
bank
agencies
or
representative offices; permitting an international banking
corporation to receive certain types of deposits; amending s.
663.07(1), (2), and (4), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
and adding subsection (5) thereto; providing new asset
maintenance and
capital
equivalency
requirements
for
international banking corporations, requiring international
banking corporations to file certain reports with
the
department, amending s. 663.08, Florida Statutes; relating to
certificate of capital accounts; creating s. 663.15, Florida
Statutes, providing certain limits on the amounts of the
acceptances which an international b3nking corporation's
international bank agencies may create in relation to the
corporation's unimpaired capital and surplus and on the
amount of liabilities of any one person to the agencies in
relation to the corporation's unimpaired capital and surplus;
providing for the applicability of certain state laws to
loans and investments by international
bank
agencies;
creating
s.
663.16,
Florida Statutes, permitting any
international
banking
corporation
to
establish
an
international
administrative office for certain limited
purposes, establishing certain licens1ng and fee requirements
for
establishing
and
maintaining
an
international
administrative office, providing for regular examinations of
international
administrative offices by the department;
amending s. 665 0311(1), Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement,
restricting
the
authority
of savings associations to
reorganize, merge, or consolidate, amending the catchline to
s. 665 034, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and adding a
of
financial
subsection,
restricting
the
authority
institutions or certain business organizations outside the
state to acquire control of savings associations in the
state; amending s. 665.1001, Florida Statutes, expanding the
prohibition against foreign associations doing business in
the state, providing an effective date
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
1
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Section 1. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
655.071

(3)

is

added

to

section

655.071,

Florida

International banking facilities; defin1tions, �---

( 3) Prior to establ:1sh1.ng an international banking facility, any
state-chartered or state-licensed banking organization shall notify the
department in the manner prescribed by rule of the department.
(4) and (5) of section 658.73, Florida
Subsections
Section 2
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and subsection (6) is added to
said section, to read:
658.73

Examination fees and assessments.--

(4) The amounts of all fees and assessments provided for in this
section, except for subsection (5), shall be deemed to be maximum
amounts; and the department shall have authority to establish, and from
time to time to change, fees and assessments of uniform application in
amounts less than the maximum amounts stated in this section. The
department is authorized to recover from any state bank, eP state trust
company or state-licensed 1nternational bank agencY, representative
office or internat1onal adm1n1strat1ve office the department's actual
costs for any examination of such state bankL ep state trust company .2.f
international bank agency, representative office
or
international
administrative office which is in addition to the examinations required
by chapter 655.
(5) There
1s
hereby
imposed
a fee for the examination of
�a�ePHa��eHat 8aHk ageRe�ee e� representative offices, as defined in s.
663 01(3), and international administrative offices, as defined ln s.
663 01(4), which shall be equal to the actual cost of each examiner's
participation in the examination, as measured by the exam1ner 1 s pay
scale, plus other expenses directly incurred in that �fie ae�aP�fflea�L�
eee� ef ee�a�e��fi� s�efl examination, but ln no event less than $100 per
day for each examiner participating in the examination.
(6) Each
international
bank
agency
examination fees and assessments as follows;

�hall

pav

the

department

(a) An examination fee for examination required pursuant to s.
655.045(l){a), which shall be equal to the actual cost of each exam1ner 1 s
participation in an examination, as measured by the examiner's pay scale,
plus other expens�s directly incurred in that examination, but in no
event less than $100 per day for each examiner participating in the
examination.
i_b) A semiannual assessment on the total assets of each international
bank agency which shall be sufficient to recover the costs of the
department incurred in connection with the supervision of international
bank agen�1es, representative offices and adlninistrative offices but
which, in any event, shall not exceed the semiannual assessments paid to
the department by state banks and state trust companies as specified 1n
paragraph_ (l}(b). Such semiannual assessments shall be as prescribed 1n
rules adopted by �he department. Such rules shall provide for declining
rates of assessment upon each international bank agency's total assets as
The formula for
defined in paragra.__2.h. (c) in excess of $35 million.
computation of the semiannual assessment shall be uniform as to all
�ncies
Each asses3ment shall be due and payable on or before January
30th and July 31st of each year
the
purposes
of parngraph (b), the '1 assets 11 of an
(c) For
international bank agency shall be defined to include amounts due the
agency from other offices or branches of the international banking
2
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corporation of which the agency is a part or
that international banking corporation.
Section 3.
663.01

from

entities

related

to

Section 663.01, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Definitions.--As used in ss

663.01-663 16 663-9i-663-i4:

(1) "International banking corporation" means a banking corporation
organized and licensed under the laws of some foreign country or a
political subdivision thereof, other than the United States of America or
any of the states within the United States of America, or, if organized
and licensed under the laws of the United States or any of the states of
the United States of America, a banking corporation
(a) Which is not a bank or bank holding company as defined in the
federal Bank Holding Company Act, as amended, 12 U SC, ss
1841-1850,
and
(b) Which, on July 1, 1981, maintains as its only United States
banking office, one state agency licensed by a state other than the State
of Florida
(2) "International bank agency" means the international banking
corporation with respect to all business or activities conducted in this
state or through an office located in this state.
(3)
"Representative office" means a business 'E:h.e location of a
representative of an international bankinq corporation established aR
%R'Ee�Ha'E%eRai BaRk%Rg eef�e�a'E%eH�e fe��eeeR'Ea'E%Ve �ee½e½ag �� �ft½e
state� w:h.½e:h. eK½ete for the purpose of acting in a liaison capacity with
existing
and
potential
customers
of such international banking
corporation and to generate new loans and other activities for such
international banking corporation which is operating outside the state.
"International administrative office 11 means an office
( 4)
international banking corporation as defined in subsection (1),
exists for the purposes described in s. 663 16(1)
Subsection
Section 4
amended to read:
663 02

(1)

of

section

of an
which

663 02, Florida Statutes, is

Applicability of state banking laws.

(1) International
bank
agencies shall be subJect to all the
provisions of the Florida Banking Code and chapter 655 as though such
international bank agencies were state banks, except where it may appear,
from the context or otherwise, that such provisioJ1s are
clearly
applicable only to banks or trust companies organized under the laws of
this state or the United States. Without limiting the foregoing general
provisions, it is the intent of the Legislature that the following
provisions shall be applicable to such banks or agencies
s
655 O�l,
relating to administrative enforcement guidelines, s 655 025, relating
to investigations, subpoenas, hearings, and witnesses; s
655 029,
relating to public hearings and limited closing thereof, s 655 033,
relating to cease and desist orders, s. 655 037, relat1ng to officer,
director, committee member, or employee removal by the department, s
655 O�l, relating to administrative fines and enforcement, s
658 49,
relating to loans by banks not exceeding $50,000, s 658 76, relating to
transactions with directors; and s 658 77, relating to prohibited acts
and practices.
International bank agencies shall not hasre the powers
conferred on domestic banks by the provisions of s 658 26, relating to
branches and facilities, s. 658 65, relating to remote financial service
units, and s. 658 60, relating
to
deposits
of
public
funds
International banking agencies shall not be sub1ect to the provi��ons o�
The provisions of chapter
s 658.68, relating to liquidity reserJes
3
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687, relating to interest and usury, shall apply to all loans not subJeCt
to s. 658.49. Nothing contained 1n this chapter shall b� construed as
granting any authority, directly or indirectly, for any bank or bank
holding company, the operations of which are principally conducted
outside th1a state, to operate a branch 1n this state, or to acquire,
directly or indirectly, any voting shares of, interest in, or all or
substantially all of the assets of any bank in thJ� state.
Section 5. Subsection
amended to read:
663.04

(2)

of

section

663.04, Florida Statutes, is

Requirements for carrying on banking business.--

(2) The department shall not issue a lic ense to an int�tnat1onal
banking corporation unless it is chartered 1n a Jurisdiction in which any
bank having its principal place of bus�ness 1n this state may establish
similar facllit1es or exercise similar powers or unless, under the
federal International Banking: Act of 1978, the c�,mptroller of the
currency of the United States could issue a license to the corporation to
operate a federal a9�nsy__w1thout considering whether the international
banking corporation is chartered �n a 1urisd1c�1on in �hich any bank
having 1ts principal place of business in th1s state may establish
similar fac1l1ties or exercise similar powers.
Section 6. Subsections
(1) and (S) of section
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read·
663.06

663.06,

Florida

Licenses; permiss1ble activ1ties.--

{l) When
the
department shall have issued a license to any
international banking corporation to operate an internat1cnal oank agency
or
representative office, the agency or representative office so
l1censed 7 i� may engage in the business authorized by ss. 063.01-663.16
663�8i-663�i4 at the office specified in such license for a period not
exceeding 1 year from the date of such l1cense or until such license is
suspended or revoked
No 1nternational bank agency or representative
off1ce shall have more than one place of doing business, but nothing in
this section or elsewhere in the Florida Statutes shall be construed to
prevent an international banking corporation from operacir.g more than one
international bank agency or representative office, each at a different
place of business, p1ovided each such agency 01 representative office is
��e eerpePa��ea e�a¼l �ave eR¼y eae �¼a�e ef ae�n§
separately licensed
bae�Heee as e�ee�f�ee� No e�e� license to operate an international bank
aqency or representative office shall be transferable or assignable.
Every such license shall be, at all times, conspicuously displayed 1n the
place of business specified therein
{5) An international banking corporation liGensed under the terms of
ss. 663 01-663.16 663�9i-663-i4 is authorized to transact only such
l1mited business 1n this state as 1s clearly related to, and is usual in,
international or foreign business and financing international commerce.
No such international banking corporation shall eherc1se f1duc1ary
powers. An international banking corporat1on may furnish s11ch investment
advisory servJces as it may Pe authorized to render under rules adopted
by the department with respect to r,onres1dent persons or entities whose
p�1nc1pal place of business or domicile 1s outs1ge the United States.
The licensing provisions of chapter 517 shall noF apply to investment
advisory
and investment management services authorized under this
section
No such international banking corporation sha]l
receive
deposits in this state except:
deposits from nonresJdent persons or
entities whose pr1nc1pal place of business or domicile 1s outside the
United
States; interbank deposits, interbank borrowing or s1ro1lar
interbank obligation�, and international banking facili�y deposits as
defined pursuant to s 655.071. An international banking corporation er
reee!:ve def!leS��e, 6M.'E H� may maintain !!).__ !_�is s_tate, for the account of
4
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othersL credit balances necessarily incidental to, or arising out of, the
exercise of its lawful powers.
(2), and (4) of section 663.07, Florida
Section 7. Subsect1ons (1),
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and subsection (5) is added to
said section, to read:
663 07 Asset
!!'eee!"vee --

maintenance

or

capital

equ1valency

SeeHr���ee

er

(1) Each international bank agency shall hold, in this state, assets
which bear such relationships as the department shall by rule prescribe
to the international bank agency1 s aggregate l1ab1l1t1es payable in this
state or as a result of the operations of the international bank agency.
The amount of such assets shall be equal to not less than 105 percent of
the amount of such l1ab1l1t1es, provided the department by rule may
reduce the required amount of assets to not less than 100 percent of the
amount of such l1ab1l1t1es.
When promulgating any such rule, the
department shall take into account the obJect1ve of ma1nta1n1nq a sound
banking system in this state. The assets shall be maintained as cash on
hand, as cash on demand deposit with other banks, including the total
amount of any reserves deposited at a Federal Reserve bank; as cash items
in process of collection; as earning assets such as federal funds sold,
bonds, notes, debentures, drafts, bills of exchange, acceptances, loan
part1c1pat1on certificates or other evidences of indebtedness payable in
the United States or in United States funds or, with the prior approval
of the department, in funds freely convertible into United States funds;
in such other form as the department ma� specify by rule; or as any
<
combination of the foregoing
11 Assets
as used in this subsection shall
exclude accrued income and amounts due from other offices or branches of
and wholly owned (except for a nominal number of directors' shares}
subsidiaries of1 the international banking corporation in question.
"L1abilities11 as used in this subsection shall exclude accrued expenses
and amounts due and other liabilities to branches, offices, agencies and
wholly
owned (except for a nominal number of directors' shares)
subsidiaries of the international banking corporation in question, and
such other liab1l1t1es as the department may specify by rule. Eaeft
%Rte!"Rat%eftal Ba8k%8g eerpe!"at%e8 eftall ftel5 7 %8 tft%e state; eHrreftey�
Beftas, Retes; SeBe8ttt!!'es, S!"afts, B½lle ef eKefta8�e, e!!' etfter ev�aefteee
ef ½R6eBte68ees1 e!!' etfte!!' eBl�gat½eRe �ayaBle %8 tfte Ha�tea Statee er �ft
HR%tea States fttR8e er 7 w%tft tfte pP½er a��!"eval ef tfte ae�artMeftt; �ft
fttR&e fpeely eeave!"t%ble ½ate Ha%te8 States ftt8Se7 ½ft aft aMetta� wft�eft
eftal¼ Be set lees tftaR �98 pereeftt ef tfte aggregate aMettftt ef ¼½aB�¼�t�ee
ef etteft ½Rte!!'Rat½eRal 8aRk%R� eer�erat½eft; paya8¼e a� er �Rre�gh ��e
eff½ee
½ft �ft%s eta�e er as a Pee�¼t ef tfte e�e!!'at�efte ef �fte
�RterRat½eRa¼ Ba8k a�eftey7 ½Rel�a½Rg aeee�taReee7 e�t eKe¼tt9�Rg aeerHeS
eK�eRees, a86 aMettRte a�e aR8 etRer l½a8�l%�½eS te etfte!!' eff�eee er
BraReAes ef, a8a wRe¼¼y ewRe8 feKeept fe!!' a fteM½Ra¼ ft�MBer ef a�reetere!
eftares7 e�5s%8%ar%es ef; etteR %ft�erRa�½esal aaRk½R� eer�erat�ea� In lieu
of holding such assets �eettr½t½es, the department may, by rule, permit an
international bank agency to:
(a) Maintain on deposit with a bank in this state, in such amounts as
the department specifies, dollar deposits or investment securities of the
type that may be held by state banks for their own account pursuant to s.
658.67.
The aggregated amount of dollar deposits and
investment
securities for an international bank agency shall, at a minimum, equal
the greater of
1

$1 5 million, or

2
Five percent 0£ the total l1ab1l1ties of the international bank
agency, excluding accrued expenses and amounts due and other liabilities
to branches, offices
agencies and wholly owned (except for a nominal
number of directors' shares) subs1d1ar1es of the international banking
5
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corporation of which the agency is part. The department shall prescribe
by rule the deposit, safekeeping, pledge, withdrawal, recordkeeping and
other arrangements for funds and securities maintained under this
paragraph. The deposits and securities used to satisfy the capital
eguivalency requirements of this paragraph shall be held, to the extent
feasible, in a state or national bank located in this state or in a
Federal Reserve bank; or
fat Ma�Hta�� reeervee e�m�iar te tfteee �e�tt¼re9 €er a�ese¼es �sde�
�he ie�erai i�ter�at¼eft�¼ Ba8k¼�g Aet et i9�8; er
(b) Maintain other appropriate reserves, taking into consideration
the nature of the business being conducted by the international banking
corporation's Florida international bank agencies �a8k ageftey.
The securities or reserves shall be held, to the extent feasible, in a
state or national bank located in this state.
(2)
For the purpose of tlus section, the department shall value
marketable securities at book value pP�ne%pai ame�Ht er market vai�e,
wh�efieveP �e iewer; shall have the right to determine the value of any
nonmarketable bond, note, debenture, draft, bill of exchange, or other
evidence of indebtedness or of any other obligation held by �r owed to
the international banking corporation in this state; and, in deterrn1n1ng
the amount of assets for the purpose of computing the above ratio of
assets to l1ab1lit1es, shall have the power to exclude any particular
assets., B�t May g�ve eree�t, s�b,eet �e e�ek P�±ee as �he aepaP�Meft� May
£rem �;me te ���e �remtt±ga�e, te 6e�es:�e aft6 e�ed:� �a¼afteee W%�ft
ttfta£€�¼�atea BaRk�Rg :Ret:t�t�e�e ettte¼8e tH�e state, ¼f e�eH ee�ee�te ep
erea�� �aiaR�ea are payal!iie �R HH¼�ee States €�see er �ft ettrreRe¼es
fpeeiy eeRvert�B±e �R�e �R¼tea S�atee f�R«e�
8re6¼t �¼veH fep e�ek
6epee¼te afta e�ea¼t BaiaHeee ehaii Het eHeee� ¼R a��re�a�e affie�nte e�eft
�ereeRtage; bttE net leas than 8 �e�eeR� 7 ae tfie de�artMent ffl6f i�effl t�Me
te t�me �reeer%�e, ef t�e a�gPegate affl�Mat ef l�aa%l%t%ee ef e�eft
%8terRat�eRal 5aHk%a� eeP�erat%en 7 Sete�ffl�Re6 ae fie�e¼naBeve ��ev¼6ed�

(4} Ecr the purpose of this section, international banking facility
deposits and, borrowings, aR6 e��ene¼ese ef erea�t shall be excluded from
the totall:Lab1lit1es and assets of an international banking corporation.
�x��t as otherwi5e orovided by rule, international banking facil1ty
extensions of credit shall be eligible assets for the purposes of asset
maintenance pursuant to s 6fi3 07(1}
(5) Each international bank agency shall file such reports with the
department as the department shall by rule require to
determine
compliance with the provisions of this section.
Section 8

Section 663.08, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

f�t Before opening an office in this state, and annually thereafter
so long as a bank office 1s maintained in this state, an international
banking corporation licensed pursuant to ss 663 01-663 16 b6��9i-663�i4
5hall certify to the department the amount of its capital accounts,
expres5ed 1n the currency of the country of its 1ncorporation. The
doJlar equivalent of these amounts, as determined by the department,
shall be deemed to be the amount of its capital accounts.
f�1 P�feRaeee aRa &½eee�ft£B ef b½±ie ef eKefiaR�e, Beft&s7 aebeft��ree,
en6 e�fler eB±¼�B�¼ess, aR6 eH�eRS½8Re ei e�ea½� ana aeee��anees, By aft
TR£e�na£7eRal Bank a�eney W¼tflTft ��Te state sfiail he �tthjeet ee tke saffle
ltM¼£a£tene as £e affle�Rt ¼R �eia�teH te ea�¼tal aeeettft€e ae are
a��±�eaele te eanks er�aH%�ea ttn6e� �Re iawe e€ £ft�e etat� W=�h the
6
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pP=er a�pPeva¼ e� tfie ae�aPtmeRt, tfie ea�=ta¼ Retee aRa
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663.15

Section 663.15, Florida Statutes, is created to read·

Lending limits.--

(1) The department shall by rule prescribe the limits of drafts or
bills of exchange which an international bank agency may accept relative
to the international banking corporation's capital accounts. These
limits shall take into account all transactions which are included and
excluded in computing the lending l1m1t for acceptances of a federal
agency licensed under the federal International Banking Act of 1978, as
amended.
(2) Except to the extent they are inconsistent with s. 663 06 or this
section, the provisions of ss 658 48 and 658 67 shall apply to the loans
and
investments
made
by any international banking corporation's
international bank agencies, provided that as used in those sections with
respect to an 1nternat1onal banking corporation and its international
bank agencies, the term "capital accounts 11 shall be deemed to refer to
the capital and surplus of the international banking corporation and,
except when used w1 th reference to 11 cap1 tal accounts, 11 the term "bank"
shall be deemed to refer to the international banking corporation's
Florida-licensed international bank agencies.
(3) Any limitation in this section based on the capital accounts of
an international banking corporation shall be deemed to refer, with
respect to a Florida international bank agency, to the dollar equivalent
of the capital accounts of the international banking corporation, as
determined by the department
If the international banking corporation
has more than one Florida international bank agency, the business
transacted by all such agencies shall be aggregated in determining
compliance with a l1m1tat1on or restriction in this section
(4) With the prior approval of the department, the capital notes and
capital debentures of an international banking corporation may be treated
as capital in computing the limitations referred to in this section
Section 10
663 16

Section 663 16, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

International administrative offices --

(1) Any international banking corporation having capital accounts in
excess of $25 million may establish one office in this state for the
purpose of
(a) Administering
States,

its

personnel

and

operations outside the United

{b) Engaging in data processing and recordkeeping with respect to its
international transactions, and
(c) Negotiating, approving, or servicing international
extensions of credit within the meaning of s 199 023(11)

loans

or

(2) An office established pursuant to the provisions of this section
shall not engage in any activity except that set forth in subsection (1).
(3) An office established in accordance with the provisions of this
section shall not require a certificate of authority to do business
pursuant to s
658 25, nor shall it be deemed a branch pursuant to s
658 12(4).
7
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(4) An 1nternat1onal banking corporation establishing an office 1n
accordance with the provisions of this section shall be sub7ect to the
of
ss.
663.04(1) and 663.06(1)-(4), except that the
provisions
nonrefundable application fee shall be $2,500 and annual renewal fee
shall be $250.
(5) The department shall conduct regular examinations, 1n accordance
with s. 655.045(l)(a), of any office established in accordance with the
provisions of this section. such examinations shall be conducted solely
for the purpose of determining compliance with the lim1tations specified
in this section.
Section 11. Subsection (1) of section
1982 Supplement, is a.mended to read:
665.0311

665.0311, Florida Statutes,

Power to reorganize, merge, or consolidate.--

(!) Pursuant to a plan adopted by the board of directors and approved
by the department as equitable, as resulting in substantial business
benefit to the association, and as adequately protecting the interests of
the association, its members or stockholders, its savings account
holders, and the public, an association shall have power to reorganize or
merge or consolidate with another aesociation or federal association
within the state ��e p��ffi��y ieaa,a� aFea, provided the plan of such
reorganization, merger, or consolidation 1s approved at an annual meetlng
or at any special meeting of the members or stockholders called to
consider such action by a vote of 51 percent or more of the total number
of votes el1g1ble to be cast. In all cases the corporate continuity of
the resulting association shall possess the same incidents as that of an
association which has converted in accordance with this chapter
Section 12. The catchline of section 665.034, Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, is amended and subsection (5) is added to said section to
read:
665.034 Acquisition
association

control

of

over

an

(S)(a} For
purposes
of
this subsect1.on, the tenn "financial
1nst1tution 11 means a savings aeisociat1on, bank, industrial sav1nqs bank,
trust company, international bank agency or representative office, credit
union, or savings bank.
(b} Except in a supervisory case, no financial institution the
operations of which are principally conducted outside this state, or
business organ1zation as defined in s. 658.27(l}(b), which directly or
indirectly controls a financial institution the operations of which are
principally conducted outside this state, shall acquire, directly or
indirectly, all or substantially all of the assets of or control over
or establish any assoc1at1on having 1ts principal place of business or
home office 1n this state.
(c) This subsection shall not apply to mergers by an association
sub7ect to section 123 of Public Law 97-320.
Section 13. Subsections (1)
Statutes, are amended to read:
665.1001

and

(2)

of

section 665.1001, Florida

Foreign associations.--

(1) DEFINEP.--For the purposes of this section, the term "foreign
association" shall include any person, firm, company, association,
fiduciary, partnership, or corporation, by whatever name called, actually
engaged in the business of a savings association or savings bank, w��e�
%S Re� e�gaR%�ea �R�er �Re ��ev%�%eRe ef �ttie eRa��e� er �he laws ef lfte
8
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Ba�te6 Statee7 ae aew er Hereafter ameaBeS 7 the principal business office
of which is located outside the territorial limits of this state.
(2) DOING BUSINESS.--No foreign association shall do any business of
a savings association or savings bank within this state or maintain an
office in this state for the purpose of doing such business, including,
but not limited to, the establishment of a branch office
The
origination of real estate mortgages covering real property located in
this state is considered doing business as a savings association unless
the state of domicile of the principal business office of any such
foreign association permits associations from this state to originate
real estate mortgages covering real property located in such state.
Section 14.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law

Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed 1n Office Secretary of State June 14, 1983.
*********************************************************************
* This public document was promulgated at a base cost of $19.44 per *
*
* page for 1500 copies or $.0130 per single page for the purpose
*
* of informing
the public of Acts passed by the Legislature.
*********************************************************************
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Flor1da House of Representatives - 1983

HB 794

By Representative Kutun

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to banking; adding subsection
(3) to s. 655.071, Florida Statutes; requiring
any state-licensed banking organization to

-�-

notify the Department of Banking and Finance of

.�,.::w

its intention to establish an international
banking fac1l1ty; amending s. 658. 73(4) and

n

(5), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and

µ.

c�

.µ

--�
••
-�- ·
V

adding subsection (6) thereto; prescribing

<0 C

10

exam1nat1on fees and assessments to be paid by

t;�

\\

international ban� agencies, representative

��

12

offices and international adm1n1strat1ve

\]

offices; amending s. 663.0l� Florida Statutes;

0 0
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v-

>µ

•�
µ,
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"

making the defin1t1on of "representative

15

office� consistent with an international

-3�

16

banking corporation's having more than one

- 0

11

,epresentative office; defining "1nternat1onal

IS

administiative office"; amending s. 663.02(1),

19

Flatida Statutes; providing that international
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banking agencies shall be subJect to state law
governing liquidity reserves; amending s.
663�04(2), Florida Statutes; permitting the
department to license an international banking
corporation to engage in banking business if

25

the international banking corporation could be

l6

licensed to operate a federal agency; amending

21

'

l8 I
I

s. 663.06(1) and {S), Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement; permitting an international banking

"I

corporation to establish multiple, separately

"I

representative offices; permitting an

20 I

licensed inteinat1onal bank agencies or
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international administrative offices by the
department; prov1d1n9 an effective date.
Be

It

Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l.

Subsection {3) is added to section 655.071,

Florida Statutes, to read:
655.071

10
1!
12
!J

14

�---

(3)

International banking facilities; definitions;

1.32
1.34
l:lus

Prior to establishing an international banking

fac1l1ty, any state-chartered or state-licensed banking

l:lus
1.37

organ1zat1an shall notify the department 1n the manner
prescribed by rule of the department.
Section 2.

1.38

Subsections {4) and (5) of section 658.73,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and subsection

16

(6)

18

l:enc

1.33

15
17

1.32

1.39

1.40

1s added to said section, to read:
658.73
(4)

Exam1.nat1on fees and asse$sments.--

The amounts of all fees and assessments provided

19

for 1n this section, except for subsection (5), shall be

20

deemed to be maxi.mum amounts; and the department shall have

1.42

1.43
1.45

authority to establish, and from time to time to change, fees

22

and assessments of uniform application 1n amounts less than

1.46

23

the maximum amounts stated 1n this section.

1.48

24

authorized to recover from any state bankL er state trust

21

25

The department is

company or state-licensed international bank agency,

1.4-9

261 representative office or international administrative office

1.so

state bankL e� state trust company or international bank

l:los

27/ the department's actual costs for any examination of such

28

29

30

31

agency, representative office or international adm1n1strat1ve
offLce wh1ch 1s in addition to the exam1nations required by
chapter 655.

3
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to all agencies.

1.7

Each assessment shall be due and payable on

or before January 30th and July 31st of each year.
(c)
4

1:11

For the purposes of paragraph (b), the nassets" of

1.8

an 1nternat1onal bank agency shall be defined to include
amounts due the agency from other offices or branches of the
international banking corporation of which the agency is a

1.8

part or from ent1ties related to that 1nternat1onal banking
corporation.

:: I

Sect1on 3.

Section 663.0l, Florida Statutes, 1s

2.1

amended to ,ead,

663.01

Defin1tions.--As used in ss. 663.01-663.16

2.2
1:1<

1' I

I
!lj

,, I

(1)

n1nternat1onal banking corporat1on n means a

2.6

banking corporation organized and l1censed under the laws of

1, 1 some foreign country or a political subdivision thereof, other

2.7

ni the United State� of America, or, 1f organlzed and licensed

2.9

, I

I
16 i

i

,, I

19

I

than the United States of America or any of the states within

2.8

under the laws of the United States or any of the states of
the United Stdtes of America, a banking corporation:
{a)

2U ,'
I

2.1(

Which 1s not a bank or banK holding company as

2.1(

�11 defined in the federaJ Bank Holding Company Act, as amended,
,21 12

u.s.c.

(b)

2.lJ

ss. 1841-1850; and

Which, on July 1, 1981, maintains a$ its only

241 Un1t�d States banking office, one state agency licensed by a
25'
J6

2. 1:

state other than the State of Florida.
(2)

2.14

"Intet'national bank agency" means the

2.U

international banking corporation with respect to all business
28

or activities conducted in this state or through an office

'1

located in this state.

: 2.H

(3)

"Representative office" means a business the

1ocat1on of a representative of an international banking
5
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directors; ands. 658.77, relating to prohibited acts and

practices.

International bank agencies shall not have the

2. !
2.'

powers conferred on domestic banks by the provisions of s.
658.26, relating to branches and facilities, s. 658.65,

relating to remote financial service units, ands. 658.60,

relating to depos1ts of public funds.

International banking

1: J

agencies shall be sub1ect to the provisions of s. 65B.68,
relating to liqu1d1ty reserves.

The prov1s1ons of chapter

687, relating to interest and usury, �hall apply to all loans
not subJect to s. 658.49.

10

Section 5.

II

Subsection (2) of section 663.04, Florida

statutes, is amended to read:

12

663.04

13

business.-(2)

Requirements for carrying on banking

The department shall not issue a license to an

161 internat.1.onal bank1ng corporation unless it is chartered 1n a

11i JUr1sdict1on 1n which any bank having 1ts principal place of
ro

I

�1 1

2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6

2.6
2.1

International Banking Act of 1978, the Comptroller of the

2. 7

currency of the United State� could issue a license to the

,

2.6

business in this state rnay establish s1m1lar fac1lit1es or

19! exercise s1m1lar powers or unless, under the federal

'° I

2.6

22,' corporation to operate a federal agency without considering

2.7

2J' whether the international banking corporation is chartered in

2.7

business 1n th1s state may establish s1m1.lar facilities or

2.7

24' a JUrisdict1on 1n which any bank havinq its principal place of
2;

26' exercise similar powers.
Section 6.

l7

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:

l8

663.U6

29

{l)

30

31

Subsections (1) and {5) of section 663.06,.

1

Licenses; permissible activ1t1es.--

When the department shall have issued a license to

any international b,;1.nking corporation to operate an
7
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I 3. 7

3.11
3. l3
3.14
'C

(5)

An .1.nternat1on3l banking cor1,>oration licensed

J.16
! 3.17
J. 19

3. ":.4
3.25
3.26

3.27

I 3. 2
8

8
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1nc1dental to, or ar1s1ng out of, the exercise of its lawful

powers.

section 7.

Subsections {l), (2), and (4) of sect1on

I 663.07, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and

:i

subsection ( S) 1s added to said section, to read:
663.07
(1)

Securities or reserves.--

Each 1nternat1onal bank agency shall hold, i.n this

state, assets which bear such relat1onsh1ps as the department

10

aggregate liabilit�es payable at or through its offlCQS 1n

1;-

international bank agency.

this state or as a result of the operations of the

13

The amount of such assets shaJ 1 be

equal to not less than 105 percent of the amount of such

liabilities, provided the department by rule may reduce the

1�
15

required amount of assets to not less than 100 percent of the

11;,

amount of such liabilities.

17

When promulgating an'/ such rule,

the department shall take into account the ob7ective of

1li: maintaining a sound banking sy=,tem in this state.

3.3
3.3

shall by rule ore5cr1be to the 1nternat1onal bank agency's

1l

3.3

The assets

191 shall be maintained as cash on hand; as cash on demand deposit
I

201 with other banks, including the total amount of any reserves

�1' deposited at a Federal Reserve bank; as cash items in process
22: of collection; as earn1.ng assets such as federal funds sold,

3.3

3.3

3.3

3. 4
3. 4
3.4
3.4
3.4

3.4
3.4
3.4

2�

bonds, notes, debentures, drafts, b1lls of exchange,

3.4

i5

ev1.dences of indebtedness payable in the United States or in

3.5

24( acceptances, loan part1.c1.pat1on certificates or other

16, Un1.t8d States funds or, with the prio.r approval of the

11, department, in funds freely convertible 1.nto United States

3. 5

funds; 1n such other torm as the department may specify by

1&

29

rule; or as any combination of the forego1ng.

"Assets" as

Ju, u�ed in thLs subsection shall exclude accrued income and

311 amounts due from other offices or branches of, ana wholly
I

9

l:c

!

1. 5 5
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3.70
J. 71
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for an 1nternat1onal bank agency shall, at a minimum, equal

3.8

the greater of:
1,1

1.

3

2.

Five percent of the total liab1l1t1es of the

1ntetnat1onal bank agency, excluding accrued expenses and

1:1

4.2

amounts due and other l1abil1t1es to branches, offices,

'I

w

agencies and wholly owned {except for a nominal number of

4.J

director�• shares} subs1didr1es of the international bank i ng

4.4

corporat1on of wh1ch the agency 1s part.
,tat- -Ma -1-Ae-tn-R-t<-ese�Y.es-s-1-ft\tla1c-aee-�hese-l"eEftt¼-.f'ed-£e�

1:1

4.7

11

(bl

13

Maintain other appropriate reserves, taking into

consideration the nature of the business being conducted by

1�

4.8
4.1

the international banking corporation's Florida international

l\

4.1
l)

10

The department shall prescribe by rule the depos1tr

10, safeKeeptnq, oledqe, w1 thdr awal, recordk.eep1.nq and other
'

10: arrangements for funds and :c.ecur1.ties ma1nta1ned under this
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this state, an 1nternat1onal banking corporatlon l1censed
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the department the amount of its capital accounts, expressed
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in the currency of the country of its 1nc0rporat1on.
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dollar equivalent of the5e amounts, as determined by the
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Section 663.15, Florida Statutes, 1s
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10! created to read:
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(1)

Lendin3 l1m1ts.--

1:1

The department shall by rul€ prescribe the 11m1ts

ot drafts or bills of exchange which an 1nternnt.1.onal ban�

1:1
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agency m.i.y accept relative to the 1ntecnat1onal bank .1. nq
These l1m1ts shall take Lnto
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corporat1on's capital accounts.
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uccount .-:ill transzict1ons which are included and excluded 1n

17,

4.7
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1978, as amended.
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1nternatlonal banking transaction as defined ins.
199.023{11).
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be deemed a branch pursuant to s. 6�8.12(4).
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1n accordance with the orov1sions of this section.
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law.
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